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Revamped team
aims to reduce
tuition addiction

o

College hires new execs to boost funding

By Andrew Greiner
Assistant News Editor

Less than a year after college
officials initiated what they said
was a hiring freeze, Columbia has

hired four officials for newly created positions.
The employees make up a new
team set to manage the Office of
Institutional Advancement.
The
new titles fit within the scope of the

Columbia 2010 plan, a multifaceted
initiative by the school to step away
from tuition dependence and rely
more on philanthropic and alumni
contributions, the center said at a
conference with The Chronicle.

Nelson Boyette

The four new members of the

management team include: Nelson
Boyette, executive director of constituent relations; John Hostler,
executive director of advancement
services; Lona Livingston, director
of corporate and foundation relations; and IGm Clement, assistant

vice president for development.
The tcam falls under the direction
of Sam Ross, vice president of
Institutional Advancement Ross
was hired in October 2003 to
revamp the department and to shift
the focus of how the college is
funded. He had similar duties at St.
Bonaventure College in New York.
and he brought hi s fund raisin g
strategies with him.
"Sam Ross, in my mind, is really
a visionary," Livingston said.
BU( this visionary new department is not devoid of controversy.
In November, The Chronicle
reported that Ross asked the depart-

menl's existing staff to reapply for
their jobs, which resulted in a number of department staffers being let

go.
Livingston said the shuffling in
the department wasn't comfortable,
but it was necessary.
"We were hired to look seriously
at the fmancial future of the college," Clement said.
Clement spent the majority of her
20-year career in higher education.
Twelve of those years were devoted
to raising funds for DePaul
University.
Ross said there are two ways any
nonprofit school can bring in funds:
tuition and philanthropic support.
Right now, much is riding on the
back of tuition, Ross said. The new
team's goal is to buffer the budget
with philanthropic support and
reduce the dependence on £uition,
he said.
"People spoke about the pains of
tuition and the board listened,"
Ross said.
Ross said he takes no credit for
the recent announcement of a zero
percent tuition hike for next semester. That decision was made purely
by the president and the board of
trustees, he said. But Ross is to
play an integral part in determining
how the college makes its money.
'W e are going to take advantage
of (Clement's] 20 years' experience
and my 20 years' experience and
the collective experience of the rest
of the team with raising funds,"
Ross said. "[Sol , by 2010, we are
beating the goals set by the president and the board."
The Institutional Advancement
team places a major emphasis on
constituent relations, a group that
Ross said is anyone involved with
the college, including students,
friends of the college, alumni, local
businesses, COllege faculty and
staff.
Ross said iliat Columbia relies
too much on special event fund
raising-tbe worst way to raise
funds, he said. When the college
hosts an event to draw donations,
the school gets left with the price
tag.
Boyene stressed that what he
does is not fund raising-it is constituent development. Columbia
won' t hold an event and then
charge people to attend. Instead,
people will be invited to attend

Charles KushnetlThe Chronicle

Brian Smith, vice president of Columbia's paintball club, aims to take his team to the national
competitioQ in April. $.ee page 6 for the;fl'lI story on paintball at Columbia, , -

The check's in the mail
o

Student Financial Services says students wiU receive refund by end of March

nd.rea Walsh needs to flX her computer. She
can't pay her rent this month, and most of
her other bills are overdue.
But Walsh, a junior graphic design major, can't
afford to pay for anything until she receives her
reimbursement check from Columbi a, a sum of
money she 's been waiting for since last semester,
she said.
Walsh isn' t alone. Every semester, Columbia students depend on reimbursement cbecks that the
school issues to students whose tuition accounts
have been credited wilh more money than necessary
due to loans and grants. Students typically use the
overdrawn money to pay for housing and books
for the semester.
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See New Hires Page 6
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Obtaining the check has been difficult, though,
especially in the last few years. It took months
longer than s£udents expected to receive the money
in the fall. In order to streamline refund process,
Student Financial Services wants to make sure ilie
money is distributed as fast as possible.
This semester, everyone eligible to receive a
reimbursement check should see one by the end of
March, a student financial services representati ve
told The Chronicle.
See SFS Page 7
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MONDAY:

Columbia's Museum of Contemporary Photography in
the AlexandroffCampus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.,
presents "Witness: Contemporary Mexican
Photojournalism."

The exhibition explores the development of phot()o.
graphic traditions in Mexico since the brothers Casasola
documented the Revolution of 1910.

The exhibit features work by photographers Yolanda
Andrade, Marcela Taboada, Alberto Ibanez, Maya Goded,
Eniac Martinez. Fransisco Mata Rosas, and Jaime

Baillares.
The exhibit runs wail March 12. Admission is free. For

information call (312) 344-7104.
TUESDAY:
The Career Center for Arts and Media and Columbia'.

Film and Video Department host a meet and greet event
from II am. to 2 p.m. in the Hennann Conaway Center

the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Students looking for crew members for a film shoot.
interested in making network connections in the industry
or screening their reels will have the opportunity to pitch
ideas and recruit talent Prizes are offered for best pitch
and best reel. Local film and video organizations are
scheduled to be in attendance.
Pitches and screenings start at noon. Refresrunents will
be served. All are welcomed to attend. For more informa-

tion, call the Film and Video Department at (312) 3446700 or the Career Center at (312) 344-7280.
Wednesday
In celebration of its release on DVD, the featurelength film The Cliffhanger is being screened at 6 p.m.
in Room 302 of the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Inspired by the game, ExLjuisite Corpse, The ClijJhonger
WI!! made in a serial format, with each of the II chapters
written and directed by a different Chicago production
team, including three graduate students from Columbia'.
film and video master's program.
For more information, contact Sandy Cuprisin at (312)
344-6708.
THURSDAY:

Classical cellist Sarah Barton is performing at the
Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.,
from 12:30 p.m. to I :30 p.m.
Admission to the concert is free, For more information,
call Joe CerqUjl at (312) 344-6179.
FRIDAY:

Choreographer Rosanna Gamson's new piece, "Two
Views (an urban ocean has 29 eyes)," for eight dancers
and a soprano, is presented at the Dance Center, 1306 S.
Michigan Ave., from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Admission for Colwnbia students is 55; nonstudents and
senior admission ranges from S I6 to 519; regular admission ranges from 520 to 524. For tickets, contact the center's bOx office at (312) 344-8300.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
.news desk at (312) 344-7255,
rH.

COn.1UM)11A CIIilIllONRCU
,.b.23 • 27 UM' poll ,.,.It,
Should ,he United Slate. 80 to Mart?

V": 50 plrctnt No; 50 percent
Vole at ColumbiaChronlcle.eom

Deciphering the Nader factor
I helped President Bush win in 2000.
I voted Nader.
I might have to do h again.
RocaII: In the aftennath ofthe 2000 presidential election, Democrats split the~
resentment over the election's outcome
between the recount effurt in Florida and
the socialist candidacy of Ralph Nader,
who they said splh the vote.
As the theay goes, the folks who voted
for the Green Pany's Ralph Nader four
years ago were really AI Gore supporters
whowerejust, wel~ hypnotizOO by Nader's
apparent gusto. Or was h his corduroys?
Either way, if Nader weren't around, the
Oems say Nader voters ~ have sided
with the next best thing: AI Gore.
Nader was pulling voters out ofthe Gore
camp and into his. And since there was no
way Nader was going to win in 2000, the
shift f3vored a Bush victoIy.
And so h goes, the Dems blame Nader
for cutting into their majority in 2000. Ifh
weren't for Nader, Gore would have
moved down the hall into the Oval Office
IIld we wouldn't be in Iraq, we'd still have
aSlOpius, all the 1xxne1ess ~ have joI:5,
the weather wou1d be better, oollege ~
be free ... Granted, Gore did win the papular vote in 2000, but that's a whole ~
SIDry.

The point is that in 2000, the ~ of

"*'" was so thin that even a tiny influence

!ian a third party candidate-Nader """
less than 3 pen:ent ofthe votc-n:duced the
~ significantly.

Today, the ~ is even tight<r, with
polls fiom swing states indicating the e1eckII'8Ie en ma'iSIC as allover the place on
is!ues. Ooo't even mention same sex-mar-

rifFs·

The JX'l'PCd ofsteaI~ votes again !ian
the liberals in 2004 makes RepuIlIicans
Demoaats dcp<sscd

So we were offby a few, wn, years,
In the March 4, 2002. edition, The
Chronicle reports that the conversion

of the Blackstone Hotel, 636 S.
Michigan Ave., will take 18 months
and involve "many noticeable
changes: its roofwill change from gray
to green. and new balconies will face"
Columbia's South Campus Building,
624 S. Michigan Ave., which sits just
north of the hotel.
To date, none of the changes has
happened.
Last swnmer, the Blackstone's owners put the 95-year-old hotel, which
had been vacant since 1999, up for sale
at a cost ofS35 million.
There has been no word of a
prospective buyer,

Adios But le,
According to an e-mail sent Feb. 23,
Mary Butler, a veteran of service at
Colwnbia, is leaving her position as
coordinator of minority mentorship to
take a position at Chicago State
University.
Butler worked at Columbia ror 16
ye"",. the last rour spent at the Freshman
Center,
Butler', lust day at Colwnbia was Feb.
27, It is unclear which position Butler
will take at Chicago Suw: University.

And h might just happen again.
"Today I enter the 2004 e1ectiorn as an
independent candidate for the presidency
of the United States, to join with all
AInericam who wish to declare their independence fiom corporate rule and expanding domination," Nader said at a Feb. 22
news confurence at the National Press Club
in Washington, D.C. "Cotporatism has
turned federa1 and state departments and
agencies into indentured servants for tax-

payer funded subsidies, budget-busting
of great lucrative scope, and
dwindling law and order against the widely publicized COIJlOOIIe crime wave," he
contracts

S!Iid.

Ugh. Same old Nader.
Talk about an ""'Y candidate to beat
Suddenly, the Republicans have found their
new Howard Dean--<! candidate that's
over the top, verbose and ~ they see as
being out oftouch with the public. Liberals
just see Nader as a renewed threat.
i\gIIin, the crux ofthe argument assumes
those who will side with Nader are secret
Democrats.
The problem is, it's a flawed assumption.
We're not talking about cankanying
liberals here. Nader's 2000 ~oung.
mobile and extreme libernJs-.j:robably
wouldn't have bodlered to vote in 2000 ifh
weren't for the Nader campaign. Nader
made people passionate about change and
voting. He was the Dean of the 2000
Il¥»-iI candidate that was actually too
passionate about the issu:s to be taken seriously. Like Nader's, Dean's supporters
pul:ebly wouldn't have voted for anyone if
h weren't for Dean In f3ct, they probab1y
wouldn't have even registered to vote.
And therein lies the issue.
Most voters need mexivation to cast their
ballots. They need to get behind a candidate
who1eheazted1y. Dean realized that He
Didn't we Just begln7
Columbia's administration has
annoWlced dates for swnmer and fall
2004 class registration,
Registration for the summer semester, which begins June 7, will take
place April 19 to April 22. Faculty
advising clearances will not be
required for this session, Seniors, second BA students, and graduate students have been assigned Apri l 19;juniors April 20; sophomores April 20;
and freshmen April 22. The second
week of registration will be held from
June 1 to June 5.
Students with questions regarding
registration should contact the Records
Office at (3 12) 344-7351.
Welcome to Columbia
The Student Affairs Office has hired
two new employees.
Beverly Anderson was named project director of the Conaway
Achievement Program, Anderson has
17 years of experience as a university
instructor, program coordinator and
student counselor, and hails from
Chicago State Univers ity, Hugo
Michael Hernandez is the new coWlselor/case manager for CAP.
Hernandez, a practicing artist and educator. has taught at Wilbur Wright
College, Illinois Institute-Schaumburg,
and Gallery 37. liis work has received
many awards and has been exhibited
nationally, as well as in Mexico,
Colombia and Cuba.
Sha,p sene,
Vector Marketing donated S I,000 to
Columbia in the name of st udent
Andrew Selvaggio.
The money was presented to George
Thompson, coordi nator of graph ic

staned blog; and meeting< ""roo; the countty. Dean and Nader got people into the
race. They excited us. The only thing that
excites people about John Kerry is the filet
he's the only one left to beat Bush. Maybe.
Probably not.
So ~ happens when there's not acandidate for you?
Earlier this month, The Chronicle polled
some students about the 2004 presidential
election. Weaskecl if the election were held
today, whom would you vote for'?
The OvenMle1ming answet? "Anyone
but Bush."
Exact1y who this "anyone" happens to
be is unclear.
Assuming that just because a candidate
is, in f3ct, "anyone but Bush," he or she can
automatiea11y do a better job than Bush is a
mistake. See no matter the party a1IiIiation,
there are many people that can reaJ1y """"
up the country more than Bush aJready has.
Hard to believe, but true.
For example, I can say for a fact
President Bush is doing a hell ofa lot better
job than I cooId ever do as chief executive.

I'm an anyone, aren't I? If! were president,
I'd haveAndy Card write this oolumn.
The filet is, Bush is not a temble president by detiwJt. He worked at it
In f3ct, I questioo whether a Gore vict0ry ~ have made the country any better.
And I seriou.1y questioo whether Kerry has
~ h takes to pull the country out of the
Bush fi-era.
Prediction: Nader will have Iitt1e impact
Bush will win No 00!1tl:st. No surprise.
But wait!
There are still some real Democrats. in

the running.
K..::inich anyone?

design in Columbia's Graphic Art and
Design Department, Feb. 16.
According to the company, Vector
donates $120,000 every year to academic institutions attended by each of
its Regional Collegiate Champions.

All forecas ls provided by
Accu Weather.com C1OO4
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Fat Tuesday, phat grooves for all
o

Campus Mardi Gras celebration at Columbia called a success by organizers

'Gravity' fails to
attract alumni
o

Magazine suspended for spring semester

By Mark W. Anderson
Associate Ed~or

Chart.. KUlhnerfThe Chronicle

Freshman Yassmen Dickerson dances at the Mardi Gras celebration Feb. 24 in the Hokin Gallery
at the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

By Scott Carlson
Assislanl News Eddor
Despite the cance ll ation of a
planned parade, Columbia's first
campuswide ce leb rat ion of
Mardi G ras drew more students
than organize rs expected.
In celebration of the Feb. 24
eve nt,
Co lumbia 's
Student
Gove rnm ent As soc iat ion and
Student
Organizations
Committee co-sponsored an
ent ire day of activities for
Columbia students to celebrate,

what was billed as "the greatest
free party on earth."
Though a scheduled parade
down Wabash Avenue had to be
canceled due to bad weather, the
rest of the day's events remained
intact and we ll attended. .
Earl ier that day, students were
treated to a sandwich luncheon
that included mask making.
SGA members sa id that more
than 150 students attended and
made masks.
" [The turnout ] was rea ll y
impressive for a Col um bia
event," said Brandon Lewis, secretary of the SGA. "We usually
don't get that kind of turnout,
especially for something that
just requires you to sit there ."
The ma in event was the
evening's party. Lights in the
Hoki n Ga ll ery in the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave., were dimmed as
students draped beads around
their necks, bopped to a OJ and
celebrated Fat Tuesday, imagining the Hok in to be somewhere
in New Orleans instead of
Chic<lgo.
Besides free pizza and music
spu n by Curt Flowers of
Columb ia's paintbaJl club, SGA
members said the real draw at
the party was a contest held during the previous week. Students
were encouraged to visit key
destinations o n campus at specific times to co ll ect beaded
Mardi Gras necklaces. The student with the most necklaces at
the end of the party would win
$250.
The prize went to sophomore
Halli Johnson, who, at the end of
the party, had an estimated 350
necklaces hanging from her
neck.
"Today was a lot fun, w ith

'people fighting over beads and students, who are often unable to
making ridiculous masks," attend because of classes that
Johnson sa id. "Getting $250 for don't let out until past 9 p. m,
a few hours of work has been Lewis said.
" In my experience-and I' m a
worth it."
According to Aja Johnson, co- senior now- never have we had
chair of SOC, fun was exactly a very successful ni ght event
the point of the Mardi Gras here," Lewis sa id . "We put flye rs everywhere, eve n some
event.
With stude nts returning to places where we shouldn't have,
class from se mester break, just because we wanted people
Joh nson saw last Tuesday's to see them."
activit ies as a release for the
Part of the event plan was to
stress and anx iety of the new announce the contest winners
semester.
after 9 p.m., when fu ll student
"Tonight [was] just .:,.,-_ _-,_-, attendance would be
really a night to relax and
it
, -- plausible.
enjoy the fact that you
.-'--Stude nts who attendsti ll have a life outside of
:
ed the event said they
Co lumbia
Co ll ege,"
.
i
were grateful for the
Johnson sa id . " It's not
• ~~lUF~- organ izations' attempts
about
homework or
...
to incl ude those students who often don't
po lit ica l i ssu~s go ing on
in the schoo l, it's just about hav- have a chance to attend.
ing a good time."
"With the events, it seems li ke
For others, the ce lebration was they're getting peop le out
also about building a community more," Johnson said. " I think
feeling between students. Poor having these kind of thi ngs are
turn o uts at sc hool- sponsored good fo r people who have ni ght
events spurred the coordinators classes. "
to provide a common celebration
According to Cottone, the
for different students,they sa id .
Mardi Gras event deve loped as a
" I think everyone associates a joint
ve nture
between
party with Mardi Gras," sa id Columbia's SOC and the SGA,
Dominic Cotto ne , director of which have experienced record
Student Leadership. "And I involvement this year.
think that a lot of students on
The ce lebration was, accordcampus want some kind of out let ing to SOC and SGA members,
to dance, to eat, to meet new stu- Co lum bia 's first attempt at a
dents, and that's the point of campuswide Mardi Gras ce lebuilding a community."
brat io n. Previous Mardi Gras
Lewis noted a change in the events orig in ated from di ffere nt
attitude of students in the four organi zat ions.
" As far as I'm concerned,
years that he has attended
Co lumbia. Hi s view is that the there's never been a big Mardi
community feeling brought Gras bash [at Co lum bia]," Lewis
about in events like Mardi Gras sa id.
have produced more courtesy
The evening's coordinators
between students. He hopes that cou ldn't he lp but anticipate
fut ure events cont inue to pro- future celebrations-celebrations they predicted wou ld top
mote that fee ling.
" It seems that more people this year's.
"We'll make it more Mardi
care more about the Co lumbia
community in general, and that's Gras, Co lumbia style, as
why I think it's not a Mardi Gras opposed to just a Columbia party
party, but more of a Mardi Gras with Mardi Gras decorations and
community celebration
for beads," Lewis said.
"This time, we went a little
Columbia students," Lewi s sa id.
"We can make this a community, light," Johnson said . "Next year,
not just a college where we go to we're going to do the parade,
we'll do more buildings and it
school."
The ce lebration acted as an wi ll be a full week, just like the
experiment
in
marketing real Mardi Gras . And we want
evening events to Columbia's all students to come."

.----+--
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The
future
of Gravity,
Columbia's 2-year-old alumni
magazine is up in the air.
Once regarded as a vehicle to
communicate
Columbia's
unique culture to a w ider aud ience the pub lication is re viewed
by college offic ials for purpose
and readersh ip.
"We've suspended pub li cation for the spring semester
wh ile we re-exam ine who the
const ituents are for the magazin e," said Mark Lloyd, assistant vice president of communicat ions and marketing. " Right
now, we' re go in g through a
process of refocusing and retargeting the pub li cat ion."
At issue is whether Gravity
was reaching a key audience of
curre nt and potential donors.
In itiall y conceived by Norman
Alexan droff, son of Co lum bia
fou nder Mike Alexandroff, as a
publication that wou ld hi gh li ght
the infl uence of graduates and
faculty on the wider arts community.
Alexandroff, who
served as editor-in-cheif of the
magazine, was unavailable;: for
comment.
Gravity is be ing folded into a
larger collegew ide effort to
solicit donor funding and raise
the profile of the schoo l, Lloyd
said.
"The re-examination is part of
an overall ongoing evaluation of
how we market to our audiences," Lloyd sa id . "The institutiona l need to find sources of
contributed income is important. We need a publication that
is targeted to those key constituenc ies."
The award-w inning magazine
was known for it s sleek, hip and
edgy look during its four-issue
run. Part of that look demonstrated the cutt ing-edge identity
the magazine's editors and co ntributors felt was an integral
part of Columb ia's stu dent
body.
" It was not your standardissue alumni publication," said
Brian Vaugh n, who served as
Grav ity'S advertis in g d irector.
" It did n't just have a list of what
everybody who graduated had
done in the past year. It was a
little more intriguing than other
magazines."
For the most part, Gravity was
we ll rece ived both with in and
outs ide the creative community
surround ing the sc hool. The·

magazine'S circulation was
more than 50,000, with half of
the copies going to alumn i and
half di stributed free to such
high-profile
locations
lik e
Tower Records. Gravity won a
prestigious
Robert
Sibley
Magaz ine of the Year Awa rd
from the editors of Newsweek
last year-an award usua ll y
given to alumni publ ications
from such high-powered institutions as Brown Un ivers ity and
Harvard-as we ll as a Regional
Des ign Annual Award from
Print Magazine for its ve ry first
issue.
"I think it was very successful," Vaughn said. "Very few
magazines receive the kind of
acclaim we rece ived in such a
short time."
Beyond the kudos the magazine received, however, were
concerns that the publication
was a little too edgy for some
within the co llege commu nity.
" I' m not sure everybody at
Co lumbia unde rstood Grav ity,"
said Sam We ll er, a Columbia
graduate who served as managing editor. "We were trying to
target people who were just
interested in creativity, and I
think it was too broad for some
people."
"We never felt like we were
accepted by the schoo l," sa id
Vaughn who, like many of the
magazine'S contr ibutors, served
in
a
free lance
capac ity.
"Everybody was a bit skeptical.
In my opin ion, it was the angle
that we took-some people
thought we skewed too young,
alienating some of t he older
people who may be wi lling to
donate to the school."
We ller agreed. "We tried to
captu re a voice that had att itude
and chutzpah," he said. " I th ink
it was so far out of the box, a lot
of people didn't get it. "
The school 's decision to suspend publication throws into
quest ion the status of a fifth
issue which, according to both
Weller and Vaughn, was ready
to go into publication. But
Lloyd sees a series of concerns
that need to be addressed before
another issue can hit the stands .
"There's a question of frequency. In two years, the publication came out four times," he
said. "Plus, its distribution patterns were pretty fragmented.
There's so much noise out there
in the marketplace, we want to
make sure we're doing it in such
a way that it's meaningful."
Lloyd said the suspension of
Gravity is only temporary, but.
"My expectation is that we
will come back in the fall," he
said, "but we may not be called
Gravity."
Nevertheless, Vaughn, for one,
thinks the suspens ion of publication is more disturbing. "The
demi se of Gravity is kind of a
scary po int for the schoo l," he
said, "because Columbia is turning its back on a very successfu l
creative endeavor."
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for undergraduates at Columbia College Chicago
Deadlines To Apply For Scholarships Are Around the Corner!
Academic Excellence
Award
Deadline: March 15, 2004

Fine An Students

Photography Students

Pougialis Fine Arts Award

Kodak Scholarship

Fashion Deslgn/AEMM
Students

Alben Weisman ·
Scholarship

Precious Lashley Fashion
Scholarship

Deadline: Early April

David Rubin Scholarship
Deadline: April 1, 2004

AErilM Students
The Chuck Suber Scholarship

ASl Students

Helen Fong Dare
Scholarship

Michael Frylewicz

Early Childhood
Education Students.Joan

Deadline: Early March

Hermann Conaway
Scholarship

and Irving Harris Scholarship

Deadline : March 15, 2004

FlcUon WrlUng Students
Sylvia McNair Travel Story
Scholarsh ip

Hillary Kalish
Scholarship
Deadline: April 1, 2004

wW W •

Radio Students
AI Parker Scholarship

Senior Seminar Students
Jane AJexandroff Senior Project
Award

Television Students
AI Lira Scholarship
Edward l. and Marsha E. Morris
Scholarship
Thaine Lyman Scholarship

Musical Theater
Students
Betty Garrett Musical Theater
Scholarship Fund

Theater Students
David Talbot Cox Scholarship

Journalism Students

Fund

John Fischetti Scholarship

Freshman Achievement Award

reckless. com

RECKLESS RECORDS
BUY • SELL • TRADE

SELL US YOUR USED CDS,
LPS, DVDS & VIDEO GAMES
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH
OR STORI.........),.<l~,,~

Michael Merritt

Scholarship/Designer-InResidence

NEWt!
Irv Kupcient Scholarship for
students majoring in
Journalism, Television or
Radio.
Patricia McCarty Scholarship
Fund for students majoring in
Marketing.

Applications are
available at:
Student Financial Services,
600 S. Michigan, Room 303
Office of Enrollement
Management,
600 S. Michigan, Room 300
Academic Advising,

623 S. Wabash, Room 300
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100 million free song

•

Drink Pepsi, 1 in 3 wins.
Legally download free music at iTu nes.com

The Columbia College iPod Give-away
FIRST PRIZE:

SECOND PRIZE: JBL Creature Speakers

iPod

The ~Kt (omp,mlon fOf )'OUr iPod.

The world 's most popular
d igital music player

A S99 v.due

M,lC 01" Wlndows.lPod does both. AI'ICI so does
FTunes, the world's ~t jukebox softwue .nd
best-selling onUne musk stOfe.

THIRD PRIZE, $20 iTunes Gift Certificate

A $269 value

A S20 Ycl lue

Visit the Apple Store

@

Good for S20 of musk In the

lTu~

Mulk StOf• .

Columbia College in Suite 205,623 S. Wabash to enter!
HO~ ... (/'I . . .

PlP~I't~<OI",

'_fd

(O'''f'IIl'fHkolll~pmonW~)I;M .. <h

11". ./00II

011 '" P9. 5I£"'''MI!>I ",d tIM''''''''' Qoboo .....!P .. ~ " ........... ~I ... p,.p..(."' ......
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Get an iLife.

Power Mac G5
The world's fastest
personal computer,
now with 64-bit

Eve ry Mac ships with these award-winning
applications installed - at no extra cost.

technology.
Starting at 5 1599.00

Introducing GarageBand

PowerBook G4

.,

Portable power in

three outstanding sizes12·. 15·. and 17·inches.

Starti ng at 51399.00

iMac

Garage8and turns your Mac into an anytime, any.vhere
recording studio packed with hundr~s of In·.ilrumen~ and
a recording engineer or two for good rT'le';lsure,lt's thE'
easiest wort to create, perform and record your own musIC
whether you're an 3(complMed player or just WM you
were a rock SI1It, You can add your ortgin<ll musIC to your
shdeshows, yOU' OVD menus, burn it to COs or score your

-

iWlJY~projects.

Choose your size-

15-,17-, or 20-inch
fia t panel displays,
all on an amazing
adjust ing neck.

Starting at S 1199.00

The new iMovie

The new iTunes

Q,e d tho5e rare appllc;ltions that a(twlly changes people's
lives,lMovie has single·h<ll'ldedly made c'nematographers
out d parents, grandparents, students, te;lchers, small
MinessO\Vners and many other people JUst like you who,
before IMovle, never imagined themselve<> prooucng ;I
mo.tle. Let alone h;J]f a dozen or more,

Recogniled as lhe world's best dgital musk Jukebox,
Acclaimed as the leader against whiCh all online musk
stores "re judged, iTunes continues to delight, offering musiC
lovers the easie!.t way to manage the musIC they own and
the absolutely best way to discover "nd purch.:lse even more
musIC, as well as audlObooIts.

The new iDVD

The new iPhoto

There's no easter Wilj to create Hollywood-quahty 0VDs and
share your photos, movies and music With fr~nds, fam ily,
cbssm;llle'S and colleagu@sthanwlthiOVO<I Offerng tighter
drag·..:lndodrop mtegration w'rth tl'le other apps In the iLWe
suite, 10'10 also gt.les you breathtolkng the~, new
sideshow OPI.lOnS, higher quality longer length 0\105, and

Whether you have twenty or twenty ~d dIQI!.l1
photos. \Photo <I keeps track d them all, .:JUtomatlCally
OfganlZlflg them so you C;ln find them f"~t lIghtnng fiKt.
Ea5y to use, 'Photo puts you 'n charge d your photogr,)ph~
helpng you Import them, OfganlZe !hem into alburm,
enhance thelt appearance, OK ~11.l\, shale them 'n p(lnt, VI"
ema., oYer the web and in stunning coffee-table book\.

iBook
Laptop size and

----

-~

portability for the
masses.
Starting at 5949.00

'nnovatlVe or9.lniZatlonaitoois.
Requlfft 0 SIJ~Df1Vf!oequippft1Moc.

eMac

For morC' informauon, or 10 td~e o1dvdnt.lge of e>.ciusive Higher EducatIOn priCIng, p!eol';e vi', lf

Our most affordable
Mac, now available

with a OVO·burning
SuperDrive.
Starting at 5749.00

---

The Apple Store @ Columbia College
623 S. Wapash, Suite 20S
Phone: 312.344.8MAC
http:h vww.colum.edu apple'lore '
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'The Apprentice'
outcast clears the
air at Columbia

o

Former contestant defends her image

By Kwame Aba,i Patterson
AssociaIe Editor

500. I had to take it."
However,
ManigaultStallworth said taking her place in

As part of a nationwide tour for
the reality circus has painted a
Donald Trump's reality television
false image of how she really is.
show "The Apprentice," contestAccording to her, what she actualant
Omarosa
ManigauItly experienced on the show is
Stallworth spoke to students at
completely different from what
Columbia on Feb. 26.
. airs on television. She warned
While at the Ferguson Theater
that reality television is not realiin the Alexandroff Campus
ty but rather drama created by
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., the heavy editing.
Youngstown, Ohio, native gave
Reality television shows are
students the uncut version of her designed to deceive viewers into
story and explained why she
thinking they can re late to the
appears as the enemy to most
character.

"The show's producer, Mark
Burnett [who also is also the
executive

. producer

of

"Survivor"}. is a genius," she
said. "He studies how Americans
watch television. He found that
television thrives off of pre-existing stereotypes,"

Courtesy TV Guide

Omarosa
MarigaultStallworth (left) with Donald
Trump, promoting the show
'The Apprentice.'
viewers.
"Perception drives reality,"
Manigault-Stallworth
said.
"That's why I' m made to look
like the bitch on the show."
Manigault-Stallworth began
her success working in the
Clinton administration at age 23.
By the time she was 26, she
received her Ph.D. Soon she said
she became bored with her pursuit
of status and applied to be a contestant on the "The Apprentic.e."
The reality show, which airs on
NBC, pits 16 people from various
walks of life against each other in
different types of business situations. A contestant's goal is to
outshine his or her opponents in
order to win $250,000 and ultimately become a CEO of one of
the Trump Corps.
"I was told by several people
going on the show was a big mistake," Manigault-Stallworth said.
"I knew I' d be taking a big risk,
but come on, having the chance to
become the most sought after
young person to run a Fortune

Black women are stereotyped
as angry, defensive, vo latile
agents of hostility in America,
according
to
ManigaultStallworth.
During her speech, she said
several episodes of "The
Apprentice" portray her as lazy,
backstabbing
and
mean.
However, she is rarely seen closing a deal or stepping up as a
leader. Additionally, she said she
feels the rest of the media has
joined in to create a negative
image of her.
"The Washington Post called
me the most hated woman on TV
and a witch wrapped in black
sk in," she said.
She said she isn't allowed to
see the show until it airs on
national television and she
"dreads every Tuesday" because
she knows it's coming on.
But regardless of ManigaultStallworth's negative portrayal on
the show, she said there is a reason she hasn't yet been fired by
Trump ..
"I' m used to being the only
black person in any particular setting. So the more you work
against me, the stronger I
become," she said.
Unfortunately,
ManigaultStallworth was not allowed to
reveal the winner of the show, but
she did say the next installment,
"The Apprentice 2," is currently
casting. "The Apprentice" airs
Thursday nights on NBC.

Carrie BergagnalThe Chronicle

Omarosa Marigault-Stallworth speaks to Columbia students Feb.
26 at the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.,
about what really happened on NBC's 'The Apprentice.'

Brian Smith practices his aim for the upcon:ing National COllegiate Paintball Association nationals at
Disney's Wide World of Sports complex Apnl 17 and Apnl 18 In Lake Buena Vista,Fla.
.

Shooting up DisneyWorld
o .Competition at Wide World of Sports proves tough to handle
By Andrew Greiner

Assistall News E<It..

Curt Flowers lies flat on the
field. Projectiles whiz by in all
directions. He's not prepared for
the carnage.
Flowers has to move. He pauses to look around and immediately takes three in the back.
"I learned not to stand up in the
middle of crossfire," he said.
Flowers is fine. He's not a soldier and those weren't bullets that
hit him in the back. Flowers, a
junior fine arts ~ajor, is a paintbailer. He's also the president of
Columbia's paintball club and the
co-captain of the team.
Paintball has recently seen a
growth in popularity. People from
all walks of life gather with their
gas-powered rifles to shoot their
friends.
Lately, paintball is catching on
with college students, as well,
according to Chris Raehl, president of the National Collegiate
Paintball Association.
The NCPA national championships will be held at Disney's
Wide World of Sports Complex in
Lake Buena Vista, Fla., April 17.
This is the first year the championships will be held at Disney
since the tournament's inception
in 2000, Raehl said.
Columbia's team has a chance
to go, but financial woes could
keep the team in' Chicago.
Entry fees for the national competition's events range from $100
to $1,500, according to the NCPA.

Brian Smith, the club's vice
Sullivan said that making a pro
president, estimates the team will team is all about being noticed.
need to raise around $2,000 ~ " I know Matt from
before March 17 to alford
Naughty Dogs ... He
the travel costs and entry
was constantly playing
fees.
and got offered a job on
The trip is worth it, Smith
the team," she said.
said, because of the expoSPaIn
Smith said he wouldsure it brings to the team
n't mind shooting peoand the sport, not to mention the pie full time.
bragging rights.
"Paintball has become a big part
"You have to playa lot to get of my life," he said. "If( got asked
sponsored," Smith said. "You to join a pro team, I definitely
have to spend money to make would."
money."
While Smith remains optimi~ic
The prize for winning the open about the team's chances to make it
division category is SI5,OOO.
to the nationa1s, Flowers thinks the
Tournament-level competition trip might be futile.
could be vital experience for anyColumbia would play against
one intent on going pro.
teams from
University of
According to Rebecca Sullivan Wisconsin, Penn State, Iowa State,
,a sales associate for www.paint- Georgia Tech and the University of
balLcom, the professional paint- Illinois-which has won every
ball circuit is booming. She said year of the competition's four-year
the sport has really been taking history, according to Raehl.
olf since 2000.
"We'd be going up against guys
Raehl said it's not hard to see that practice all the time. I think. we
why the sport has shown so much might get the floor mopped with
growth.
us," Flowers said.
"It's fun, and you can have fun
Flowers said he is just h~py
the first time you play it. It's not about the turnout at club functlO~S
like snowboarding where you this year. He started the club hIS
need days of practice to even freshman year after falling in love
enjoy it," Raehl said.
with the sport.
.
.
Professional teams such as
"For a couple of years It was baslCartel, Naughty Dogs and cally just me. Last year ~ a flo~;
Dynasty 'have secured corporate It's definitely better thIS year,
sponsorship, and professional Flowers said.
Anyone affiliated with Columbia
tournaments are starting to
receive television coverage, conjOin the team. Meetings are held
Sullivan said.
on Wednesday in the HUB in the
"Dynasty has its own gun com- 1104 Center. 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
jng out soon," Sullivan said.
at 1 p.m.

New lIires Continued.fromFrontPage
events they are interested in, such
as lectures and exhibits. Then the
college will see who was interested
and work to foster relationships
built on those interests, Boyette
said.
Meanwhile, Hostler is responsi·
ble for tracking these relationships.
As executive director of advancement services, he deals primarily
with nmning Colwnbia's database,
Racers Edge, which was" 't up to
par, according to college President
Warrick L. Carter.
At a recent press conference,
Carter said that the college has not
done a good job of keeping track of
alumni that graduated before 1985.
"They've been out long enough.
They've had enough time to be successful in their careers and we don't
know where they are and how to
contact them," Carter said.
Hostler brings a wealth ofknowledge about Racers Edge to his new
position, said Ross. He worked the

same database at S1. Bonaventure
College as senior director of
prospect research and advancement
services.
Ross, Hostler and Boyette are all
fonner S1. Bonaventure College
employees.
Of the four new
employees in the management
team, only one, Livingston:, was
hired from within the ranks of
Columbia.
Livingston spent the last year
working as the director of spon~
sored programs in the Provost's
Office. In her new role as director
of corporate and fOWldation relations, Livingston will seek out cor·
porate donations.
"We are going to aggressively
seek out more funding," she said.
Areas the team would like to bolster include corporate giving, philanthropic donations and planned
giving, (donations written into an
individual's will), Boyette said.
The management team is excited

to be working in the new department and is ready to implement
their innovative fund gathering
strategies, they said at the conference.
Clement said she sees the benefits of aU four members of Ross'
team being hired together. Every
member brings complementary
ski lls, and the department is being
built from the ground up, she said.
"The bottom tine is for us to raise
more and more money," Clement
said.
But Boyette believes the real goal
is quality schooling for Colwnbia.
"The other bottom line is to facilitate educations and a commitment
to helping students," Boyette said.
No matter what the bottom line,
the team is enthusiastic about their
new positions.
" I think I speak for all of us when
I say, we're excited to be here, and
we hope to make a difference,"
Clement said.
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Ano~hereve'ning with 'Big Mouth'

Adopted by vegans
o

No-meat lifestyle being promoted on campus

By Scott Carlson
Assistant News Editor

Cam. IlorgagnaiThe cnroo\cle
Taurus Michael! (right), aka KAO.S., and Phil Taylor, a sophomore in Sound Engineering who
raps under the name Drool, battle In the Hokln at the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave., during the Big Mouth open mle night Feb. 26.

SFS ConJinuedfrom FronJ Page
According to SFS Serv ice
Operations
Director Jenn ife r
Waters, the school sent out its first
batch of checks on the Friday of the
ftrst week of school.
Checks wi ll be mailed consistently over the next month so students will receive their money by
the end of March deadline, she said.

Those who were issued checks during the first week of school should
have received them in the mail

already.
And some srudents have.
Paul Moore, a senior film and
video student, got his Feb. 24, a
surprise after consistently receiving
his money late in the past.
"For three semesters in a row,
they sent it to the wrong address,"
he said. "[It went) to my mom's
house in Delaware ... ·
Amy Brown, a sophomore performing ans major, also received
hers, but not without talking to a
financial aid representative first.
"Last semester, I had no pro~
lems," $he said, "because I went in
and spoke to everyone. J found that
if you go in and talk to someone,

they'li really try and help you."
Communicating with SFS is the
best way to not only find out specific information about indi..... idual
accounts, but also to sol idify the
exact ·date the schoo l issued a
refund check, Waters said.
The check will arrive three to
five days after the school issues it.
If it takes more than 14 days to
arrive after issue, the student should
make an appointment with a financial aid adviser.
Students
who
started
at
Columbia this semester can expect
to see their refunds in two parts, the
first in the next few weeks. and the
second just after March IS.
This semester marks the first fuJi
term for SFS Executive Director
Tim Bauhs, who served as associate comptroller and bursar at the
Illinois Institute of Technology for
s ix years before coming to
Columbia.

Upon his arrival, Bauhs said that
he plans to revamp SFS to make the
department more accessible for students and to debunk horror stories
of long lines, unanswered phone
calls and wrongly awarded loans.
"It seems like there 's a lot of
problems in that area, and I'm not
big on problems," he said in a
Novembe r interview with The
Chronicle. "My goal is to make
those problems go away."
Communication is key. he said.
an element needed when distributing reimbursement checks.
In order
ensure checks arrive
at the correct address on time, Pearl
Natali, an outreach representative
for SFS, said she encourages students to make sure the address listed on OAS IS corresponds with
where they want the money sent.
The lines have died down and the
department, since the fall, hears
fewer complaints. Natal i said.
" [The checks] were sent out earlier." she said. "When you tell [students) they've already been sent,
they look surprised ,"
Waters adm itted that the current
system is not without flaws. But
after the fall semester, when a large
percentage of students got their
money late or not at all, the system

to

needed a lot of repairs, she said.
She credited previous confusion
to new software written for
Columbia, technology that included pieces no one had worked with

before.
"The vo lume (of students] is very
hard to recover from," Waters said.
"This year, we're basically trying to
clean up."
Walsh, who, as of press time, sti ll
hadn't seen her money from this
semester, never got her reimbursement check in the fall.
"I just got my one from last
semester last week," she said.
"They told me three times it was in
the mail, and I chose to pick it up at
the cashier's office."
Walsh.said that despite in itiatives
to make the department more efficient for the students, it's gotten
worse.
When her loans weren't posted to
her account this month, she couldn't register for class. She only
received part-time, instead of fulltime. financia l aid. and SFS initially told her that her refund check
would be a few hundred dollars,
instead of the $3,000 she expected.
"I'm waiting to pay my bills,"
~he said. "I'm depending on this

It may have taken a new school
president to get Roosevelt
University's refund check distri~
burion down to a perfect science.
According to university cemp.

school's new president, Charles
R. Middleton, a former vice chancellor for academic affairs at the

troiler Tim McCormick, the
school sends out as many rejm~

his top priorities.

bursement checks

as

possible

before the ftrSt day of the semesThis spring. more than 60
percent of all checks were sent
out before classes started.
The school sends out the rest as
ter.

•••

• g 'I

access your

eity best/
eempul/

Columbia
Chronicle
online, via tile

University System of Maryland,
who made refund dispersal one of
Middleton was hired in March
2003.
This is the second semester
Roosevelt sent out the checks so

early, McConnick said. Before
'the fail, the distribution process
took at least four to six weeks

financial aid packages are com· '
pleted and as state loans get

longer.

approved.
McConnick

remember how much that money
means to the students... ·he said.

attributes the
aggresSive <listribution to the

A Columbia graduate concerned about animal rights and
the health of students has
returned to pass on his beliefs in
healthy eating behaviors and
fa irness to animals.
Jon Camp, a 1998 Columbia
graduate who is associated with
a local group call ed Protect ing
Anima ls USA, fe lt a personal
attachment to his alma mater,
and decided to adopt the schoo l
by presenting student s w ith
information about vegetarian
diets and animal rights.
"From going [to Co lumb ia] , I
realized there are a lot of openminded people who are look ing
to form their own persona l bel ief
system, and are not just the general conform ists," Camp said.
According
to
Camp,
America's crop-growing industry has see n farms go from
small. fami ly-owned businesses
to major, intensive operations in
the last 30 years. Also booming
is the number of harvested anima ls, wh ich Camp sa id are kept
in unsanitary conditions.
"Basically. we feel what is
happening to animals is extreme
and think a good use of our t ime
is teaching others about this,
hopefully reducing [animal] suffering in the long run," Camp
sa id .
Camp's answer to farm conditions is vegan ism, a lifestyle
cho ice that avo ids consuming or
using any products made ' from
anima ls, including dairy and
clothing, such as leather products.
Camp's presence on campus is
also to fill what he said is a void.
Currently. there are no Columbia
clubs or organizations that promote vegetarianism or veganism.
According
to
Dominic
Cottone, director of Student
Leadership, Columbia's lack of a
vegetarian club or organization
is something of a puzzler.
Cottone bel ieves that the vegetarian and vegan lifesty les would
be popular with most of
Co lumb ia's student commun ity,
cons idering the school's artistic
background.
"In artistic communities, it's
more popular, " Cottone said. " I
think a lot of photographers and
artists that I know are either
vegan or vegetarian, and I think
it also comes along w ith not only
the community. but their beliefs,

as well."
When
a
.~
group of students want to
,put together a
club or a stu• s-;;;;;-~dent organization at Columb ia, the school
requires at least 15 members in
the organization and also a facu lty member to act as an adviser.
According to Cottone. students try ing to form a 'vegan
group might run into snags with
the latter criterion.
"Sometimes finding an adv iser
is hard, because you can't really
go into every facu lty member's
office and ask, 'Are yo u a
vegan? Wou ld you like to be in
our organizat ion?'" Cottone
said.
Some Columbia stude nts
agree with Camp's cause and
share hi s ph ilosophical views.
Laura Todd, a freshman, sa id
despite Columbia 's image of a
sc hool for open-minded people,
she has not met many vegetarians at Columbia, although she
would join a university-sponsored vegetarian club if it was
offered.
.
"It wou ld be nice to get menus
or share recipes , because I don't
know many vegetar ians here at
Columbia," Todd sai d . " I've
a lways considered myse lf very
compass ionate to anima ls and
think if that's what you say, you
shou ld pract ice what you
preach."
However, as noble as Camp's
intentions are, his m ission to
bring vegetari an en lightenment
to Co lumbia wi ll have a long
road ahead with some stude nts.
like Chris Ellis, who are sympathetic to his cause, but uninterested because of their carnivorous lifesty les.
"[Veganism] sounds a lot
healthier than what I eat," Ellis
sa id. "It sounds very nutritious,
and I wou ldn 't knock it, but' am
a fan of meat."
Despite resistance from some
students, Cottone feels a futu re
vegan or vegetarian society at
Co lumbia is definitely not out of
the question.
"What [Columbia 'S Student
Government Assoc iation] would
really like to do in the future is
try to help even more in starting
st udent organizations like this,"
Cottone said. ,., thi nk we ' re in
an artistic population, and there
has to be at least 15 people here
out of 9,000 who are vegans o r
vegetarians. "

money."-Lisa Salde

Roosevelt U. refunds 60 percent

"It's hard [0 realize and hard to

- LisaBalde
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ASL· ENGLISH
INTERPRETATION

ASL· English
Interpretation
Department of

Columbia College Chicago
Presents ...

"'NO '" ,,!i t K", a w t l)uCAT IOI.I

"40 ASl NO

EDUCATlO~

How do you
define fun?
Dave & Busters
. 1030 North Clark St.
Friday, March 5th, 2004
3:00-7:00p.m.
$7 per person includes:
power card, shuttle, snacks
Stop by the ASL department on the 2nd floor of the Wabash building, suite 219:
For more info, Call: 312.344.7837 or email us at lOyrseducatina@columedu

STATE OF THE COLLEGE
ADDRESS COMING SOONI
On March lOin the
Ferguson Theatre at noon,
there will be a State of the
College Address delivered
by Dr. Warrick L. Carter, the
president of Columbia. This
is an event for students to
meet our president and hear
what's new at the college.
This is also an opportunity to
meet several of the vice
presidents and discuss current issues. So if you have
any concerns such as smoking, facility usage, or faculty
or academic concerns, this
is a very valuable event to
attend. You not only get to
hear what is happening with
the school straight from the
people who help make decisions, but there is also a
Q&A session after the
spe.ech. And of course there
will be free food! So if you
care about your school, and
the changes that are happening that will affect your
education, it would be very
beneficial to attend.
Some topics likely to be
touched on are:
Student Financial Services
Tuition
Facilities
M~n ifest

LAST WEEKS MINUTES
,.

RIDE COLUMBIA!

. . . .
. '
The following IS a brief representation of what the Columbia College Chicago Student
Government Association discussed at the last senator meeting.
-Call to order 5:01p.m .
-President's Report
-The shuttle service we have asked for and paid half for has started
-Attended a College Council meeting where they talked about two main issues
-All of orientation will now take place the week before school starts
-There is a revised Student Suicide Protocol
-R' -State of the College will be March 10 at noon
eSldence Center spatial concerns
.
' .
.
-The commons room may be made Into something more useful, revamped, swankier
-Issues concerning the smoking room came up as well
-Facilities committee is taking action on brainstorrt:'ling solutions to problems
-Presidential appOintments to fill senate after losing a few senators between semesters
-Naz Sabre has had her position changed from at-large senator to marketing senator
-Nathan Gabbard appOinted as new At-Large senator
-Pete appOinted new RHA Senator
-Nick appOinted new mm and Video senator
-Lynn Clementi appointed new SOC rep
-Graduate Affairs Committee along with Graduate Student Advisory Board will be holding
forums
March 1 through March 3
-FinanCial AffairS
-SP04-04 Approved in the amount of $1000 for Marketing Club retreat
-SP04-05 Approved in the amount of $800 for Black Acto~s Guild National Conference
-SP04-06 Approved in the amount of $500 for Graduate Forums
-Public Relations will hold a survey on what sort of smoking accommodations should be made
in
the school
-Meeting Adjourned 5:59 p.m.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Email: sga@colum.edu
Phone: 312-344-6657
FAX: 312- 344-8423
1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605
Student Organizations HUB/Office C

Student Involvement
OFFICE OPEN: M-TH 10-4

You've seen the ads,
you've signed, the petitions, now it.is here!

Get on it!
Ride Columbia offers
safety, security,
warmth and, of course,
a chance to meet
other Columbia
Community members!

Network, talk,
FIND A DATE,
who knows!
It's ALL possible with
RIDE COLUMBIA!
GOVERNING ADVICE

COMING SOON FROM THE SGA! "Cosmic ... "
• -Homer Simpson

State of the College Address . .
March 10. 12 p.m.

GLOSSARY
C::SAR· Graduate Student Advisory

GRApUATE STUDENT FORUMS Board, Graduate Affairs .WOrkS with
MARCH 1-3
them to make graduate Issues known.
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Appfications for the 2004-2005
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
All full-time Columbia College students ,
including graduate students, who specialize
in print or broadcast journalism, photojournalism , editorial art or political cartooning ,
are eligible to apply: Awards are based on
academic merit , financial need and service
in the student's speciality (i.e ., internShips,
work on student publication.sor productions .)
Twenty-seven scholarships , up to $2 ,000
each, were awarded for 2003 -2004 .

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS

MARCH 19, 2004
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Committee is offering three prizes ($250, $1 50, .$100) to students who can best communicate
np,nn,·"hlp "learning moment.' Entries will be judged on clarity. conciseness. and creativity.

and MUST

.I." the to';", below, Did we mention creativity?

Don't hesitate: the deadline is March 8. 200+. Wj~n~rs will be announced before Spring Break,
Prizes will be gift certificates to Follets OR Borders Bookstores. All entries will be exhibited in the
.
Ubrary's Third F!oor Gallery,
Cut here

Cut here

Cut here

Cut here

Send entries to: ~learnj,?g Moment Contest-Center for Teaching Excellence. 1 ,It'I ~Ioor. Torco BU.ilding".

Name: _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Center for Teaching Excellence presents...

The Columbia College Chicago

Excellence in

tJIIIi'it-'-pJ1ilminafe a Greaf Teacher!
For details visit

http://cte.colum.edu
ueifJO'llne for nominations is 3:00pm Friday March 5, 2004
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NATIONAL CAMPus NEWS..".""
Higher degree of gaming

The Pennsylvania Polka?

o How playing video games are just another class
By GracI Hobson

cutting edge of a trend in higher

KnighI-RildetNewspapeB

education. In the past few yem,
about 30 universities and a handful
of commWlity colleges around the
country have begun offering game
development programs.
None is in or near Kansas City,
experts said.
It may seem beneath the ivaI)'
tower of higher education to teach
students how to churn out the next

KANSAS CITY, Mo.-Walter
Wehr is not at all worried that his
16-year-old son spends his free
time playing video games.
To the contrary, he thinks the

hobby may lead to a fun and poten·
tiaHy lucrative career for his son,
also named Walter, helped a long
by a proposed degree program in
video game software development
at Johnson County (Kan.)
Community College.
" It's a new world, and the new
world has a lot of potentia1," said

Wehr, of Olathe, Kan.
Thousands of PeM Slate
University students, including
Kim Moyer',(riglit), and friend
Shannon Lemme.... , participate
in the IFClPanhellenic Dance
Marathon on Feb. 23.
The 48·hour event raised
money to help children with
cancer and their families.
-Centre Daily 'flma-

With Game 101: Computer
Game Creation, which began in
January, the community college
plans to tap the potentia] of an

exploding, SID billion industry by
preparing students for jobs and
perhaps even spawning a game
creation industry in Kansas City,

Mo.
The proposed tw<>-year degree
program puts the college on the

Grand Theft AulO or Donkey Kong.
Academicians insist it's not.
Math, physics, computer programming, art, even literature and
history, all go into producing a
compelling game like Call ofDuty,
set in World War ll, or The Age 0/
Mylhology, in which the player
leads a Greek, Egyptian or Norse
state in war with mythical crea~
tures .
Intellectual challenge aside, the
industry is huge-and growing.
U.S. consumers spent S10.3 bil~
lion on game hardware, software
and accessories last year-for the

See Games, Page 13

As funding slows, some colleges look to corporate America

o Raising ethical issues about raiSing donations

more than S2.4 billion per year
from
business
partnerships,
By leva M. Augstuml and Toya lynn Stewart
according to a report issued in
The DaIas Morning News
2002 by the Council for C~rpora~e
DALLAS-To do his job suc~ some say donatiolJS are needed and School PartnershIps In
cessfully, Curtis Jenkins needs more today than ever.
Washington. D.C.
about four~dozen cars.
But the idea of accepting out~
The council doesn't have a dolHe also needs up--to-date serv- side money to fWld academic pro- lar amount for higher education
ice manuals, curriculum materials grams is drawing criticism from institutions, but Molnar said he is
for 31 students and thousands of some education policy advocates. sure it's much greater.
dollars worth of shop tools.
It can jeopardize and even alter the
"Walk onto any college camplis,
"Luckily, Toyota has donated all basic nature and purpose of higher and you will see commercialism,"
that to us," said Jenkins, program education, th;y say.
he said. "It's unavoidable."
director for automotive technolo"You are talking about institu~
At the University of Texas at
gies at Eastfield College in tions who are struggling to make Arlington, advertising on TecyMesquite, Texas, a suburb of ends meet because the appropria~ cling bins blankets high-traffic
Dallas. "They have literally put a tion of money isn't there," said walkways.
couple of million dollars into this Alex Molnar, director of the
At
Southern
Methodist
program since 1997."
Commercialism in Education University outside Dallas, a
As budgets tighten and govem- Research Unit at the Education S90,OOO gift
Nokia Mobile
ment funding shrinks, colleges Policy Studies Laboratory at Phones in Irving, Texas, enabled
and universities are starting to Arizona State University.
the school to set up a wireless net~
adopt marketplace techniques to
"But what's at stake is academ- working lab-including a cellular
succeed.
ic freedom," Molnar sa id. base station-that serves as a
The practice of accepting cor~ "School s shouldn't be looking to research resource for students.
porate donations, alumni gifts and the business world to tell them
And at Eastfield College,
Tarrant County College and
research grants is customary on how to run their affairs."
campuses nationwide. In fact,
K~12 schools nationwide get Kilgore College, automotive students learn on donated cars and
,......,..,"""....,

from

JoII.,. ~_OtIIoMo<rO\o_

Automotive Technology .tudent. Michael Hayel, Ru ..ell Newton and L.ndon New,om remove
PIlton, flom a Imall Toyota engine .t T.".nl County College', South Campu, Automotive Shop
.n Fort Worth, TexIS, aS/lier th is month. Toyol. leek. out ,chool, to p.rtlclpate In III Toyot.
Technic" Education Network progrsm.

work

at Toyota

dealmhips

classes. Instead, students use wire·

throughout North Texas.
less materials provided by the
Some education advocates company to research and learn
believe things are getting out of wireless standards, including
haml.
Bluetooth. wireless LAN and cel"Companies are trying any pos- lular.
sible way to push their brands, and
The same goes for Toyota. The
school s are letting them," said three automotive programs at area
Pratap Chatterjee, program direc- schools teach auto service and
tor for CorpWatch, a Ca1ifomia~ . mechanics and don't specialize in
based group that opposes co~ Toyota vehicles.
rate invol vement. "It's not like it
From a corporation's point of
didn't happen before, but now it's view, it's advantageous to partner
being advocated and promoted by with a school.
the companies themselves, not just
The business receiv.e s name
the schools."
recognition and has the opp:Ktw1iToyota seeks out schools to par- ty to present its products to a capticipate in its Toyota TechnicaJ tive audience. said Nick Gillespie,
Education Network program.
editor of Reason Magazine. a
" We will look for an area that monthly publication on politics
significantly has a lot of deaJer- and culture.
•
ships and then conduct a campus"Both parties get something out
to-campus search," said Don Cole, of it that they want or need
technical capacity manager for because they can't do it alone,"
Gulf States Toyota in H~uston. Gillespie said.
.
"There's no good graduating these
OutdoorPartner Media Inc. profolks if we can't put them to vided UTA with 10 recycling
work."
receptacles at no cost Local busiEven though it appears busi- nesses advertise on the bins, and
nesses are pushing their own the university receives 10 percent
agendas, the idea of corporations of the advertising revenue and 100
pursuing school programs doesn 't percent of the recycling revenue.
bother Robert Aguero, vice chan- Students can earn money by sellcellor of educational affairs for the ing the ads on the bins.
Dallas
County
Community
uWe're helping keep communi-

College District.

ties clean," said Ari Huber, presi-

Because the district is receiving
less state funding, programs have
to be more creative in finding
ways to generate income, Aguero
said.
" It has been an initiative to
develop more partnerships in
Texas. It 's part of our mission
now," he said.
At SMU Inst yenr, more than
2,000 businesses and corporotions
worked with students, sponsored
activities und provided schohu''''
ship money.

dent of the Toront~based compa·
ny. "We're giving local advertisers
a venue to promote their businesses, and we'R: generating revenue
for the university Md students."
The commercialization doesn't
seem to affect many students.
" I think it's n good idea," said
Bounthong Noymnny. a UTA
sophomore who is mRjoring in
mAnufacturing infonnntion sys·
tems. "With federAl Rnd state
funding being ClIt, the more we
privatil.c-Iettinll private business
pn,y for school bill
ho tuition

Those pnnner.lhips tin: needed
if schools wtlnt to kccp pnce with
te<hnolol!)' WId the out Idc world.
" I think hillher edUCAtion needs
corporntclnpul. Otherwl e we will
become . tollnant," .ald JAnn
Pott ....."", SMU'. dl .... tor of cot'
porote lnd foundlttlon ... I.tlo....
At SMU'. NokiA WI,..I...
Notworklnll LAhoratory, Noklll
doc,"'t dlGtot. whot I. t.''I!ht In

could remoin the same or JIO
down."
Othe .... , such tIS sophotno... Erin
Meier, .... 111000 CAutious.
"It would only II t ttl be toO
much ir It stllrtS Int<!rftotitltl with
tdutOllon," SIlk! Meier, who Is
mlllorhltl In tntl,kethltl twl nodi<>101lieRI ",let\C\l, "Product i<>1~
,houldn't toke tho pi '" "rwhlt'l

.

I
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Voters choose, lose, rock vote
By Ashlee Lensmyer
loquiutur (Gabrini College)

each month to infoJID young peo-

pic about the process of politics, to
(V-WIRE) RADNOR, Pa.register voters, and to discuss the
MTV is something that most current issues. "Choose or Lose
young people look to for music 2004," along with its many partvideos. reality TV shows and more ners, will run a series of on-air,
recenll y.
presidential
online and off-air events, indudcampaign news, which is r------~ iog many MTV news spedeli vered through their ELECTION dais.
program "Choose or 2004
Both of these programs
Lose." These days, most
incorporate entertairunent
people will do anything
and youth culture into their
to get young people to
activities. Comedians, athvote, and that is just what MTV
letes. and cutting-edge pop
and other organizations are doing. culture trends are what Choose or
Rock the Vote is a nonprofit Lose and Rock the Vote are hoping
organizat ion that focuses on to use to 'get young people
responding to a line of harass- involved.
ments on freedom of speech, as
Sophomore religious studies
well as many other freedoms that major Chris Friel said, "I definiteAmericans are supposed to have. ly think that young voters are payThis organization aids programs ing more attention to the elections
such as "Choose or Lose" to run because bands and pop stars are
additional programs or "meet- making politics a part of their visiups." By doing this, they connect ble lives, and inspiring people to
young people in their communi- realize that the power is in the
ties, enabling them to learn the hands of those who vote."
political processes.
Each year, Rock the Vote holds
MTV's program is trying to events such as "America Rocks
change the common misconcep- the Vote" and "Who says young
tion that young people are not people don't belong in politics?"
involved with the political "America Rocks the Vote" is a
processes. Choose or Lose, along forum, which includes presidential
with the "20 Million Loud" cam- candidates and young voters. It is
paign and organizations such as being held in Boston, where this
Rock the Vote, are trying to year the Democratic candidates
inspire, infonn, alert and bring to come together to talk to the young
the polls a diverse group of young people on their level.
people.
"Who says young people don't
In 2000, the youth vote was belong in politics?" will be held in
split between Republicans and Baton Rouge, La., as high school
Democrats. While pop culture is and college students across the
trying to change the way things country get together to find new
happen, it is eventually up to the ways to get involved with politics.
political parties and politicians
These initiatives are aimed at
themselves to.appeal to this large getting young people involved
group.
with the one thing that .they are
. Part of the campaign involves criticized for- not voting.
MTV partnering with organizaThe next MTVlRock the Vote
tions, such as Rock the Vote, to meeting in Chicago is March 2 at
help arrange "meet-ups" with area the 3rd Coast Cafe, 1260 N.
locals. These meetings happen Dearborn St., at 7 p.m.

Across the Nation •••
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At the 2004 U.S. Olympic team trials off Key Biscayne: Florida, on Feb. 22, the 4ger series winners were Peter
Spaulding and Tim Wadlow. The team will be going to Athens, Greece, for the 2004 Summer Olympic Games.

G3IIles
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first time surpassing what they
spent to go to the movies.
"Video games to the 21st century are what the book was to the
19th century, and what TV and
radio were for the 20th century,"
said Peter Raad, executive director
of The Guildhall, a video game
development center at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas.
''This is the mode .of expression
for the 21st century."
Johnson County Community
College professors came up with
the game creation program as a
way to stanch enrollment declines
in computer science courses after
the recent tech bust.

;;;;_______=================~~:::!::::::;,,;:::;::::::::::..-2=:.:::-,
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courses dropped by more than 36 utive director of the Academy of
percent after the 2000-200 I Interactive Arts and Sciences, the
school year, as job opportunities video game industry trade organization.
for those graduates dried up.
The academic programs are
Associate
professor
Phil
Wallack said he hoped game- helping to increase the quality of
development courses would bring games, which are becoming more
the college an influx of motivated and more interactive and based on
students who could get jobs in a compelling stories, he said.
Just as moviemalcing and fllm
vibrant industry.
"It 's an interesting topic for stu- criticism are now studied at topdents- and it pays off," Wallack tier universities, gaming is being
welcomed, sometimes reluctantly
said.
A group of professors began at first, on college campuses.
researching Wallack's idea earlier Experts foresee a new generation
this year and then began develop- of doctoral theses on game develing a curriculum. When the pro- opment and the psychology, socifessors held a meeting to talk ology, ethics and literature of
about me proposed program, fac - games.
Academics are beginning to
ulty members packed me room.
including mam. physics and even recognize that game development
English professors.
principles are being applied to
" I walked into the meet ing many fields. said Michael Baer,
about five minutes late and my senior vice president of the
mouth must have dropped open," American Council on Education.
said Karen Schory, professor of which represents colleges and uniinteractive media <Uld one of me vcrsities.
team members. "I thought, 'This
Surgeons use virtual worlds to
is anlazing
learn their science. The military
An English professor left the uses interacti ve media to train
meeting and wrote a draft outline recruits.
for a course on storytelling for the
"One of the things that state
game curricu lum. proving the governments and fcdcral governments would like universities to
depth of interest in the progmm.
"It 's so hot, it 's burning." do," Baer said. "is prepare stuSchory said.
.
dents for important areas of the
Game industry and academic work force, and this is clearly a
response to work force needs."
ex perts agree.
The industry continues to grow,
For just that reason, Kansas
as 60 percent of all Americans City economic development offiover the age of 5 play computer cials are thrilled with the cOllunuand video games, according to the nity college's new progrmn .
Bob Marcusse, president and
Interactive Digital Software
Association.
chief executive o ffi cer of the
The market fo r job-seekers is Kansas City Area Development
healthy but competitive for recent Counc il , thinks the program could
graduates. For those who land a lead to new technology businesses
job, the pay is nice, according to a for employees who. three or fo ur
Game Developer magazine survey years ago, worked in the Intemct
conducted in 2002 by Audience sector.
That's not as pie-in-the-sky as it
Insights.
. Progranuners with less than two sounds. Marcusse said.
Developers could work in
years of experience made $49,602
a year, the survey showed. Game ' Kan sas City and pu blish their
designers with less than two yean; games e lsewhere. And Kan sa~
of experience made $51,741. City has venture capital available
while entry-leve l artists earned for start-up techno logy businesses, Marcu sse said.
$53.184.
Until rece ntl y. most game
''The computer game industry is
developers got their training on very big business:' he said ...It
the job or at specialty institutions. requires very talented people. and
But as universities start to offer Johnson County Commun ity
gaming programs. a college edu- College has stepped out and given
cation will becomc a job require- us a wonderful opportunity, r
ment, said Gordon Bellamy. exec- tainly the only opportunity
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Conaway Center (first floor of 1104 S. Wabash)
The Career Center for Arts and Media and the Film/Video Department of
Columbia College Chicago will host a Meet & Greet event.
This event will allow students to network about collaborating in the

various areas of film and television production.
~ Students seeking crew for projects will have the

opportunity
~ to pitch their ideas to recruit crew and talent.
Crew people will be able to screen reels.

if'
~

Pitches and

screenings start at noon.
Prizes will be awarded for the Best Pitch and Best Reel.
Refreshments will be served. Local film and video organizations
will be in attendance.

All are welcome.
ATTENTION: to pitch an idea, sign up at 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Room 301,
~ before March 1. To show a reel, bring a VHS formatied tape to the event.

For more information, contact the Film Department at 312-3446700, or the Career Center for Arts & Media at 312-344-7280.

columbiawORKS.

March 1, 2004

Columbia Co
Republican _____
Hokin Annex/Gallery
Come and mingle with representatives from Democratic and Republican parties and
discuss how you can get involved! Free food and refreshments will be provided.

Sponsored by Student Affairs, The Office of Student Leadership, and a
very special thank you to Lauren Mclain , SOC committee representative,
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Students not on board for free shuttle
Any student who has transferred from a university knows a
thing or two about hiking to class.
Some destinations are two miles
away on the other side of campus.
They' ve got 45 minutes to eat
lunch, fmish homework and get to
class on time. It's not the easiest
task in the world, but who said

Last month, after a few years of
discussion and planning, the
Student Government Association
and the Office of Facilities and
Operations launched a shuttle
service around campus called
Ride Columbia.
With an average of six out of 10
CfA buses arriving tardy. [sec
story on page 40J and the
subway inundated with

happen. While some university
organizations work on the "real
issues" like dance committees
and frat parties, the SGA is making a solid effort to introduce and
improve resources for the students at Columbia.
Creating awareness for the
Ride Co lumbia program seems
Hke the biggest issue
to overcome. Only
three out of 10 students asked knew the
shuttle existed when
asked about transportation around campus. Those who have
used the service said
they were alone on the
bus
each
trip.
Obviously, the shuttle is not being
used effectively, which will be
used as a yardstick to determine
how long the program continues.
Again, the argument comes
down to options. There should be
a service provided for students
who would rather ride around
town than walk to class, especially when safety is a concern.
Students should also not be afraid
to approach the SGA with their
thoughts and opinions on other
campus-related issues.
That, essentially, is what
they're here for.

C5tUMBIA
CHRONICLE

constant delays and that
persistent wee smell, the
tran~portation implementation
between
both
organizations was aimed
at helping streamline
Columbia student's often
unreliable travel issues.
But after a month of
dismal participations on the part
of the Student's themselves , the
question is being asked, is this
really worth it?
Some commuters in the city
walk farther from their homes to
get to the closest stop on the Red
or Brown Line routes. Walking is
the preferred mode of transportation once you've arrived downtown. If you' re one of the few
who think that Union Station is
too far of a hike for a college student, perhaps you belong back in
the suburbs and the safe confines
of your Ford Focus . .

Our Turn
college was supposed to be easy?
Despite the lack of participation from the college's young proteges, there are a few advantages
to the transportation service.
There are certain days in January
and February when walking just
two blocks could result in frostbite or pneumonia. The shuttle
also provides service until 10:30
p.m. for those who are uncomfortable walking alone downtown .
But most importantly, the SGA
took ·an issue it thought was
important and fought !o make it

Presidential race: same old, same old
Four years.
Democrats (read: progressive a virgin schoolboy trying to get
Where were you four years social policy, aggressive measures laid on prom night. They don't
ago? Ah yes, in the same boat as against corporate interests and a care how or why it happens, they
the rest of us, and we' re alI in it level-headed approach to national just want in.
together. Best start stocking up on security) and inject a breath of
So where does Ralph Nader fit
guns and canned food now, fresh-air into the party that does- in. you ask? The same place be
because it's going to be another n't act like a cigar store Indian in did four years ago: on the sidelong four years. For those of you a bad suit, they'll lose every pres- line. Nader's policies and ideas
who thought that this year's elec- idential race from here until are sound, but he lacks the experition would somehow be differ- _ _ -:::_ _ _ __ _ _ _--,_-,-_ ence and political credibility
ent, sorT)'. You're SOL.
[Democrats are] mincing necessary to soothe tbe jittery
But let's run off the checkminds of American voters. He
list anyway, shall we?
about with the tacit desperation may be the right man for the
One intellectually crippled
of a virgin schoolboy trying to job, but it's not tbe right job for
get laid on prom night. They him,
puppet for big business with
attention deficit disorder,
d
The question is, will he have
on' t care how or why It. hapcheck.
any effect on November's outOne tediously stilted New
pens, they just want in.
come? Yes, but just barely.
Englander who looks like he
Nader-heads will cast their
sleeps between vice grips,
votes his way regardless o(how
check.
doomsday. Just because AI Gore much it detracts from (insert
One incorrigible social activist won the popular vote back in Democrat's name here) chances,
who really needs to date more, '2000 doesn't mean we need but their numbers are small.
The best-case scenario for the
check.
someone just like him in 2004.
The Democrats have no con- fall stands with a faceless
Back on the merry-go-round,
then.
vincing policies, no brave ideas Democratic clone booting Bush
For everyone whining about on how to move the country for- out of office and Nader garnishing
this year's choices, suck it up. We ward. The only thing that matters the 5 percent needed to gain fedwere doomed from the start, to them is getting Bush out of eral funding in 2008, but it's
despite what anyone said . The office, and they 're not wrong. But unlikely.
Democrats won't win, regardless none of them are going to be the
In the meantime, praise the
of who gets the nomination. Until ones to do it. They 're mincing Lord and pass the ammunition,
they actually start acting like about with the tacit desperation of because it's going to be a while.

MFA article spins off course

Affirmative action promotes
segr egation
I don't know who wrote that
Feb, 23, but bravo!
It's a breath of fresh air to hear an
opinion against the discrimination
that is affirmative action.
I do however have a problem
with
Jason
Mattera, · the
Republican who accepted the
minority scholarship, I understand he wanted to make a statement for the equal treatment of all
people, but he had a huge skeleton in his closet. The news reported on the white-only scholanhip,
which would definitely get most
thinking, "Wow, that's just silly!
But wait, we do that for other
races all the time." Bul, that was
totally negated when the reporter
would say, "Mattera, himself a
minority scholarship recipient .....
I under1itand that putting people
in groups and treating some
groups differently is wrong, but
most hard-line liberals don ' l,
Segregation, er, affmnanve action
is driving us apart.
I only hope the next person in
the news that tries to speak out
against affinnative action practices what he preaches.
"Editoria~"

- Mlcha.1 Banks,
Sophomore. J ournalism

We are writing to comment on
some of the inaccuracies and
other issues reported in Lisa;
Balde's "Students raise issues
with poetry spinoft" [Feb. 16
Columbia ChronicleJ,
At the very least, questions
remain about what a ''poetry spinoff" might be; bow students might
"reapply," as Balde writes, to a
program in whicb they' re already
enrolled; and how students such
as Armand Capanna could find
the program ''unbearable'' considering they are Dot enrolled in it.
Contrary to the suggestion
made by graduate student Ric
Cleary, all faculty membe"
teaching
in
the
Englisb
Department's poetry programs
are extensively qualified to do so.
Paul Hoover was on the search
committees that biIed our most
recent full-time faculty members
in poetry from a national pool:
David Trinidad, cum:ntly in his
17th year as a college-level poetry instructor, and Arielle
Greenberg (who is a tenure-track
faculty member, not an artist-inresidence as claimed by Ms.
Balde), currently in her sixth year.
Balde states at the end of the
article that Paul Hoover "will
fight for his program." Ifit seems
necessary to discuss programs in
tenns of ownmhip, the MFA program is owned by the English
Department and ultimately the
college, and like other departmenInl programs, it is governed by
consensus and not personality.
A graduate student, Kevin
Hogan, cxpruses concern about
split-le..1 graduateillnderaradu-
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Commentary

Issue of gay marriages needs straightening out
Adam J. FerinQton
Commentary Editor

All the signs were there. It was
only a matter of time.
The preceding months of
acceptance, the currents of people
flooding to courthouses were just

the deep breath before the continuous plunge. Finally, the hammer
has fallen.
"After more than two centuries

of American jurisprudence and
millennia of human experience, a
few judges and local authorities
are presuming to change the most
fundamental institution of civilization," said President Bush on Feb.
24 as he urged Congress to support a constitutional amendment
banning gay marriages, adding
that marriage cannot be severed
from its "cultural, religious and

natural" roots. As a caveat however, he left the door open to civil
unions as an alternative to samesex marriages.
Not even a week ago, Bush stat-

ed that the events in San Francisco
had him "deeply troubled,"
although he refused to conunent
on whether or not he would pursue an amendment defming marriage as an institution-you could
almost hear the unlubricated gears
in his head furiously churning.
Now, just a scant few days later,
he has solidified a position no
doubt prejudiced by the ire of his
core conservative constituents
who demand a swift enactment of
constitutional law as a stipulation
for their support before November
rolls around. This is troubling, to

Ryan OugganlThe Chronk:le

say the least.
The issue of his deeply
ingrained biases notwithstanding,
Bush at least had the good sense
to know when to step back when
it comes to social policy. Despite
his insistence on weighing every
matter like a murder trial, Bush
could sense the shifting undercurrent the way a skittish animal
smells smoke before a fue.
The issue, like almost every
other in politics, comes down to
semantics. The majority of
Americans have grown more
accepting of homosexual rights,
and while very few champion
them, they aren't outright opposed

to the foundation. This wouldn't
be an issue if it were a deferred
case of states' rights; you can nitpick endlessly over the linguistic
defmition of marriage as long as
participants on both sides of the
sexual fence are disposed to the
same set of economic and civil
rights. The bone of contention lies
with whether or not every state in
the union chooses to recognize
and protect said rights. Currently,
Ohio and Virginia, along with 36
other states, do not allow homosexuals to join in civil unions or
domestic partnerships, nor do they
recognize the 1,049 legal protections entitled to heterosexual cou-

pies under the federal government,
including insurance and health
benefits, emergency medical decisions, public housing rights, inheritance laws and child adoption.
Bush's resolution to leave the
issue of civil unions in the hands
of state governments is a perilous
one, as it indulges in a subtle form
of segregation.
As many of the more progressive states adopt measures to
shield and preserve the rights of
homosexuals, gay couples will
inevitably migrate to the courthouses of the (presumably) East
and West Coasts and settle there.
The ensuing diaspora will effectively cleave this country's already
widening cultural fissure even further, as states backing civil unions
will find themselves burgeoning
from the economic benefits of
integrating a specific segment of
the population that is an almost
exclusive occupant of the highincome bracket.
Meanwhile, the South will (continue to) wallow in poverty, picking its collective tooth with a
bowie knife, complaining about
the "homo-centric" states on its
crumbling front porches. Hell,
they might even start another war
over it.
Bush has made a fatal error, and
while the propulsion of a constitutional amendment may help him
and millions of other like-minded
Americans rest easier at night,
knowing that they have temporarily struck a cosmetic blow for the
cnunbling institution of marriage,
it will only hurt us in the long run.

level courses. If the English
Department were violating procedure in this regard, the Graduate
School would have stepped in to
prevent us from offering such
courses.
Finally, the article states that "in
one poetry workshop class, a class
that depends on the critiques of
individuals' poetry, 18 people
were enrolled." The only "poetry
workshop class" for graduate students is the all-graduate MFA
workshop, which had 14 students
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Voices Continuedfrom Page 16
ate classes in the program. The
plan to have these split-classes for
the first couple of years of the program originated with those who
created the MFA; that is, the members of the Poetry Committee, of
which Paul Hoover had been the
chair. Thus, the student is criticizing an element of the program (the
split-level classes) that Paul himself supported.
What's more, it is standard practice in graduate programs around
the country to have such split-
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enrolled in the fall.
The loss of one person to a
leave-of-absence is never easy, nor
is it welcome . But if any program
depended on just one person for its
existence, it could never survive
such a loss. As some of the students quoted in the article mentioned, the MFA program is tluiving.
As
far as the
English
Department faculty are concerned,
if Paul Hoover chooses, he is welcome to return to work in a collab-

orative manner with the full-time
faculty in the Poetry Program.
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"I think it's good that someone
besides Democrats and
Republicans are trying to support us."
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Scholarships
Applications are now available for this unique scholarship program.
Scholarship winners receive:

• Grants
Up to $ 3000 to help complete projects in
all fields of the arts and communications
o

Opportunities
To work with leading professional in
Chicago's communications industry

o

Spring Showcases

Learn more and pick up an
application by visiting:
C-Spaces Galleries
312.344.7696
Student Activities
623 S. Wabash - Suite 313
312.344.7459

In the Hokin Gallery

Application Deadline: April 5, 2004
http://www.colum.edu/student-affairs/studenUife/index.html

; 1.2:30 PM
Cla,alcal ce",.t performa '
quallfle. for Recital Attendance
credit

All events are free. For more Info: 312/344.6300
MUl lc Cl ntor planol provided by Ortlgar.'1 MUl lcvlllo, Inc,
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Contracts
Month ly Bills
Credit Checks
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TalkTracker.
•

PREPAID WIRELESS SERVICE

• Unlimited Nights & W<;!ekends
• Includes N<ltiol1Wide Long Distance
.500 Anytime Minutes
• $50 per month i aU H costs
Plus get a NOKIA 3!fSS
color phone for just $25

~ US.Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
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In 1855, Frederick 1. Miller purchased a small
brewery called the Plank Road Brewery in Milwaukee,
Wis. and turned it into the Miller Brewing Co. Today, the
company has become the second largest brewer in the

United States, producing more than 50 brands of beer,
including imports. The brewery stands on the original
site of construction and features a museum, historic

caves, stables, headquarter offices, traditional and cold
fLlter processing and packaging areas, and a gift shop.
- Free tOUfS are given daily with a chance to see
every step of the beer making process and some of the

950 employees that make Miller brewing in Milwaukee
possible. For the fmale, the Miller Brewing Co. invite
you to sample some varieties of Miller beer in their
Bavarian-style bar.
photos and text by Carrie 8 ergagna

March 1,2004
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V'Ubew JlSte r

extras on DVDs are junk and

If newspapers came prepackaged like
DVDs, readers could"check out the special,
ultimate director's cut edition of this article
in a few months. Thankfully. journalism
isn't quite the marketing fiasco that the
DVD industry has become.
In a multibillion-dollar market, consumers are left to wonder exactly what the
studios are trying to do by releasing multiple editions of DVDs. Are the bonus features nice additions or are they merely
another money-making scheme?
One trip to the video store will prove that
marketing and packaging are more impor-

As part of her job at Facets Multimedia,
Doll collects the extras for the Facets label,
which takes foreign films and historic films
and provides some kind of context as to
why the films are important.
Instead of outtakes and music videos, the
Facets label includes a booklet in the DVD
package with a biography of the director or
an essay on the film. The idea is to focus
more on the fllmmaking process and the
aesthetics.
"Sometimes the studios go overboard,"
Anthony C. Ferrante, editor·in-chief of
Cinescape magazine, said. "It's such a huge
market now, and they load DVDs up with
so much extra material. I'd like to think that
some studios are making an effort to get
bener stuff on the discs."
Ferrante, who is also working on his first
feature length film, was aware of the OVD
market prior to wrapping up production.
"We filmed some extra material during
the production with the DVD in mind. It
adds to the mythology of the movie and
helps the storytelling process," Ferrante
said.
Russell was juSt about to go into the
medicine field when a series of choices he
made put him into the DVD market. He
founded www.dvdangle.cominI997. It
was one of the flfSt websites devoted pri-

A

tant to a DVD release than ever before.

Overwhelmed by slick features and bonus
discs, film enthusiasts are left to wonder if
there's actually a movie somewhere inside

the package.
. "OVD was once a film buff thing: 'That's
no longer the case anymore," said Susan
Doll, an employee in the research depart·
ment at Facets Multimedia. "I'm leery
when I see the words 'special edition' or
'director's cut' on the front ofa OVD."
Owning your favorite film is one thing,
but having seven different versions to
choose from seems a bit excessive. The
market is now saturated with gimmicks and
cheap sales pitches aimed at the 18· to 35year-old demographic.
"Studios will put out all kinds of different features on a disc as a marketing tool,"
Paul
Russell,
president
of

www.dvdangle.com.said. "Unfortunately,
the package doesn't tell you whether a
OVD includes a good director's commentary or a bad director 's commentary."
Doll, who also teaches a basic film
course at Oakton Community College,
Skokie, Ill., believes her students aren't
fooled by the recent surge in supplemental
material.
"I'm trying to have my students develop
their own critical eye," Doll said. "They are
very savvy about what the studios are trying to do. They know that most of the

By Jamie Murnane
AssisIanI A&E Editor

marily to the DVD industry.
"The DVD gives exposure into the world
behind the camera that people nonnally
don't get to see," Russell said. "Studios are
taking out the classics to give·a historical
perspective to some of their films."
Russell is not entirely put off by the idea
of releasing different editions of a film.
"It 's basically a three tier system.
You've got your basic release, a few years
down the road you get a special edition,
and later you'U get another copy that offers
more insight," Russell said. "The participants in the production process change
over time as well as our perspective of the
films."

. Women, Riveting Art" and now it's
back with a new name-

March is Women's History

Month, and Columbia students,
faculty and staff have teamed up
once again to plan activities, performances and exhibitions that
highlight exceptional art created
by women.

Last year, the monthlong celewas

com-

pletely turned o!Tby thaI."

Ed~or

bration

~hey're
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called

"Strong

'76 cents," an exhibition featuring

Parkway, on March 3. The name
of the exhibit, according to cocurator Eloise Dahl, came from the
fact that women earn 76 cents to
every dollar a man earns.
" I really felt compelled to cocurate this exh.Jbition because of
the ongoing struggle for recognition that women as artists face."

the work of six Chicago-based

Dahl said. "Within the context of

women. will be unveiled at the
C33 Gallery, 33 E. Congress

the theme of the month's events,
'Groundbreaking Women in Arts
and Media,' women artists were
invited based on their talent in their
respective media."
Art featured in the exhibit will
include sculptures by Suzanne

"Groundbreaking Women in Arts
and Media>l--but the idea is the
same: to deconstruct stereotypes,
break boundaries and redefme art
and media as we know them.
To kick off the monthlong event,

should be something to
inspire other women to do
more. It
C-Space Director Carol
Ann Brown said in a press
release "'76 cents' is meant
to pro~oke thought, celebrate accomplishments and
inspirt
the
limitless,

untapped potential of what
we teach our students every

day. It is certain to be both

educational and inspiring,
and we look forward to
welcoming members of the
public to join us on campus
"as we celebrate women in
Cohan-Lange, Columbia's chair- the arts."
woman of the Interdisciplinary
The exhibit, which also
.t. ,!: .
. Teatures abstract sculptures
Arts Department.

"I generally have little interest ill ' by Alexandra Dymowska, a

race or gender politics as ·8 basis
for art exhibitions, but I agreed to
be in this one because I do under-

wind-powered installation
by
lamwork
artists

somehow. If there is not even a
' familiar face: you often stop

fig place at other locations around
campus.

Marianne Fairbanks and
stand that it is important for young Jane Palmer, and paintings
artists to 'see themselves,' in what- by Jane Rooney, will be
ever fonn, in galleries. muSewns, . available
for viewing
etc.," Cohan-Lange said. "Think of throughout the moIlth.
it this way: When you look at a
While visual art enthusi- 'Aphrodite in a training bra,' by
pboto album or even a large group asts stop in to see the work in Suzanne Cohan-Lange.
photograph, you look for a) your- the "76 cents" exhtbi~ many
self b) your friends or relatives or different
perfonnances,
Center, \014 S. Michigan Ave.).
c) someone who you recognize screenings and exhibits will be takAccording to Reed, a committee
looking."

Tanya Reed, an adminislrative

Another artist whose work will

assistant at C-Spaces and jazz

be on display is Likalee Tamay,

musician, helped plan many ofth.

who said she is ''really flattered" to
be involved in the "76 cents"

uGroundbreaking Women" events,
such as the Wiseass Comedy night,

exhibit. Tamay, who graduated which will feature the all-woman
from Columbia in summer 2003, improv ~roup, Sirens (March 11 at
focuses on digital photography as the Hokin Annex, Wabash Campus
her medium. Her robotics, video Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.); the
and multimedia instaUation, Big Mouth open mic, featuring
"Androgynous," will be qu,~: spoken word artists Nikki Patin
'.
,.
and Kay BlUTCtt (Man:h 18, also at
plax.
, I don't ""'lly like to be put in the Hokin Annex); the acoustic
any category," Tamay said. "But if v music series 'with Nicole Mitchell
it represents positive attitud~ .flir (March 8 at the Hokin Gallery);
more female artists to come up in and a hmchtime concert (Marcb
this world ... I just feel them 18 at the Concert Hall of the Music

for "Groundbrcaking Women"
began meeting in the summer to
plan this month's events.
"What we do is have a
tBble and everyone just brings in
bios and press kit information and
we decide who to include

them," Reed said.
Other activities this
include a jazz concert from the allfemale group, SHE, daily screenings of films such as Real Women
Have Curves and Dry/ongso, and

various lectures that are all free
and open to the public. No matter
what the medium, the art expmssed
will show exactly how women 's
art has gone from riveting to

groundbreaking.
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This week's column is

solely dedicated to the "el"
word .
No, I' m not talking about
the Showtime series "The L
Word. " I'm talking about the

"cl" word-the horrid elevator system at Columbia and
the even mOTC disturbing ride
on the eTA's el system.
I want to talk about the
people who take the elevator
to go up one floor instead of
burning some extra calories
going up one flight of stairs.
J want to talk about the
unidentified substance on the
only seat avai lable that I sat

on- something I happened to
notice later on in the day.
I want to talk about the
pompous passengers on both
the el and the elevator who
love to advertise to others
their oh-so exciting personal

lives- last night 's gossip,
who they ' re going out with
Saturday night. Thank you so
much.
And so we begin with the
elevator. There's so much to
hate about elevators, especially Columbia's elevators.
In fact, Aerosmith's "Love in
an Elevator" makes it sound
like it'd be a nice experience,
" living it up while you' re
going down," but it 's really
more like "Hell in an
Elevator," living it up while
everyone else should be
going down.
Just like the holiday season, elevators were basically
created to bring out the worst
in people, i.e., primitiveness,
rudeness, stupidity, pig-headedness and my all-time
favorite, greediness.
Best case scenario: You are
standing around, waiting for
the elevator for the past 10
minutes. The button has
already been pressed. Then,
some jackass comes along
with an armful of junk food
purcha sed from the vending
machine s, walks up to the
button, sees it already lit and,
well, presses it again-just to
be sure ,
Question: Did thi s person
not see the button already
pressed?
Question: Did this person
think the elevator would
arrive fa ster by pressing the
button again?
Answer: No.
A few weeks ago, in an
attempt to get to class on
time, J made the decision to
walk up J 3 flights of stairs in

the South Campus Building
to avoid the masses of students waiting to get o nto o ne
of the four excellent cars we
have (sometimes) running,
I nearly had a heart attack .
It took about 2S minutes for

my heart rate to get back to
"normal," and had to get up
twice in cia .. just to rehydrate my.elf.
I did it 10 I could avoid the
"el."
With all the time Ipent in
thOM: thingl, I've noticed
there are Aome unwritten
rule. that Kovern when ridinM

the elevator:
Somehow it lee ms improp-

er to look It anyone el.e, The
only pllce to look i. up,
down or . tui,ht ahead Into
the rna.. o( hair o( the pe"on
in front you. Also, another
thin, to note I. that the pet.

or

son at the very back of the
elevator will always, always,
always be the flfst one who
needs to get ofT, Just a note .
Last semester, I was stuck
on a crammed elevator for
about 15 minutes with about
seven other students who
were dressed in full winter
regalia.A fellow Columbia
student, and definitely not a
person to have along in an
emergency situatioD, had a
mini anxiety attack and
screamed, " We're going
down! We're going down'"
Well, no, we weren't going
down, per se. We were just
stuck not knowing how much
longer we'd be stuck.
It's times like these I feel
the need to be my obnoxious
self. It's times like these I
want to be "funny" and call
up people to guess where I
am. It 's times like these I
want to turn around and ask
the guy in back of me if I can
push a button for him, only to
end up pushing the wrong
one. And, once again, it's
times like these that I have
the urge to tap someone on
the shoulder and pretend it
wasn't me .
Or, when the elevator is
actually working, to just
close the door on that one
person who sees the elevator
from miles away and yells,
"Wait, I'm coming! Hold the·
door, please ! Wait!"
And now ... "Welcome
aboard Brown Line run No."
... " Doors closing."
A week ago, I took the e l
for the first time in months.
And then I remembered why
I hadn't taken the el in
months .
Everyone was on their cell
phones- men, women, children, dogs, cats.
I felt alienated since I was
the on ly person with no one
to call. A woman fell on me
as soon as the train began to
move .
" Hey! I' m on the el. I'm at
Merchandise Mart. Where are
you? Call me after you pass
through the tunnel, OK? I
have to tell you about what
happened with .. ,," said the
annoying, irritating girl with
the high-pitch voice.
No, no, please don 'I.
The smartly-dressed twentysomething guy with
rimmed glasses sitting next to
me glanced over with a look
of irritation. Finally, here 's
someone who shares my
pain.
This guy was great. He
actually knew something
about train etiquette. Maybe
even elevator etiquette too.
He didn 't hide his annoyance.
He kept shooting daggers
over the S un -Times he was
reading . He sighed a couple
of time s so that the annoying,
irritating girl would get a
clue, Now thi s was someone
sent to enlighten me.
And then ... the piercing
sou nd of a cell phone, set on
about volume level six or
seven, continental setting. It
rings and rings until I am
about to have a nervo us
breakdown if someone doe s~
n' t answer it fast.
Final ly, someone answered
it after about five rings ,
It was the el etiquette man.

"Hey, Doug! What's going
on7 Yeah, so the other night,
oh man, you shoulda been
th~re , I'm tcll ing you,

it was

"000" clo,ing, Thank you
for rid ing the CTA Brown
LIne."
- llduduyafl@c:hrunlcl*mall,com

....
- - - - - - With .Kay Ianet.t
Spoken word artist and political activist Kay Barrett has been taking Chicago's poetry world by storm.
Her poetry is brutally honest and sincere. She has been featured at Ladyfest Midwest, the Asian Arts
Collective, the Guild Complex and the Chicago Cultural Center, to name a few.
This month, Barrett is a featured poet at the Big Mouth open mic as pan ofColurnbia's Women's History
Month celebration, "Groundbreaking Women in Arts and Media," on March 18.
The Chronicle: How did you get involved with perfonning at Big Mouth and have you worked with
Nikki Patin before?

Kay Barrett: This gig, I am definitely sure, came from the dopeness that of which is J.T. Newman, a
person I used to organize with. We had worked on Ladyfest Midwest and various [LGTBJ events in the
local poetry scene.
As far as Nikki Patin, I have noticed and watched her work flourish since I began perfonning. I found
her work to be uniquely powerful and honest. So much so that she was a part of my senior thesis that of
which I argued that [for] women of color, spoken word poetry was an accessible form of political and feminist analysis. We've shared some stages, and she has been hella supportive with my own poetry growth.
C: When and how did you frrst get into spoken word?

KB: Well there was a time where I oh-so-coyly would be a wee kid and sneak into places where the
"adults" performed. I started to scribble in a small notebook and eventually found the stage. I began to be
truly serious about poetry/spoken word performance at about age 19 and swallowed open-rpics whole for
as long as I could. How? Performance poetry is essentially a sound form of analysis, a means to reflect and
create action with the passing around of stories. I knew that I learned better this way, by listening not by
stringent textbooks, but by people's stories, so it made sense to want to be a part of that healing.

C: What are you trying to achieve through your poetry and performances?
KB: Uncomfortablility. I think it would be outstanding to re-envision the way we communicate, and
poetry is a tremendous catalyst that surfaces issues that makes people uncomfortable, that holds up annoyances and oppressions up to the light and questions behavior. I like squinning and long pauses, and I like
performance poetry because it wges dialogue. Some of the most groundbreaking work I have seen presses
collective identities and hybrid views.
This three minutes is not solely about race or gender or about someone's mother's facial expression. It is
about how storytelling is a distinct tool that generates discussion and prods regular operations of power. If
we discuss how ow stories are power, we alter the entire canon of mainstream media, literature and entertainment.
I am weary of monolithic representations of white male, heterosexual, skinny. able-bodied and affiuent .
It is sterile and doesn't inspire growth. I want to challenge my writing and challenge audiences and in
effect, realize that we are connected and engaged in sociaVpoliticaVintimate speak that can shift our hurt
and incite accountability.
C: Where do yo\! get your inspiration and what keeps you going?
KB : Well, I can 'I say anything precisely. Yesterday 1 might say that I sat at the bus stop-late for dassand thought about Chicago segregation. Five minutes ago, I would have sparked a poem about how warm
a glance can be or maybe even how it is a bind to live in an imperialist, political America and how I am of
color, entrenched in a nation of privilege.
I don ' t know. Keeping me going are the details, the nuances of a day or that line of a poem thanlleard
over a mic the other day and so I continue writing . Change; that idea that we can shift our society, our global community, that specifically keeps me writing.
C : Do you have any other upcoming gigs or projects you're working on?

KB: April 15, I am featuring at Scan Free's "Homolane" [at No Exit Cafe] aod I also perform at the
Asian Artists Collective's showcase at the Gene Siskel Center that month. If anyone is interested in more
info, I can be reached at kbarrett@depaul.edu.

Sign-up for Big Mouth begins at 6 p.m., and at least one member of a group must have a valid Columbia
srudenllD. For more in/ormalion, call (312)344·7188.
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BY MATrBJ!W JASTER
same conunando tcam that

Nights: Just when you thought it
was safe to return to the dance

caught Saddam Hussein is mak-

floor ...

•

Operation bin Laden: The

ing a serious push to bring the
terrorist leader. to justice. CIA
intelligence confumed ao Osama
sighting at a Burger King in
Kalamazoo, Micb.
• The New York Yankees:
Recently ligned Oandhi, lesUi
Christ, Mother Theresa and the
entire 1919 White Sox team to •
three·year contract worth rna",
than SI8 b\llion,
• And the O.car for S..t
Director aoe. to '" Paris Hilton,
who not only Itarred in her popular pom video, but alia had • say
in the lIahtlna. let deslan and
ovenll ihemci of the production,
•

Happlnesa equal. olnnamon

•

Dirty Donclnll: HIII'IInll

Pop-TartII and chocolate mllk,

• Spring Training: A chance
for major league player.; to get
back into drugs and adultery
before they got paid to play baseball,
• Tax Seuon: A scary
.
",minder of how many different
jobs I altl!rnpted in the last year,
• "Saturday Niaht Li",," could
beneflt from ,onina some of the
material from tho improv show>
around Chlcoao. Tho show Is
offiolally not tllMY anymore.
• PBTA: The orpni2ltion bas
lOme
with the way Mel
Olbaon treated anlmala ill TIl.
Pa.r.tlo" qf IA. CAm~ If people
really want to punllb tho auy,
yell at hlm fbr ltarr!na In Bfrd ""
a WI,.. and Mallltl'lck.

anpe.

• Quiznos Sub Comme",ial:
What the bell m those things,
man? They'", fieaking me out!

• A possible "Sex in the City"
movie: What's nex~ MiRnda
sleeps with her own cousin in a
drunkn escapade?
• Fiona Apple's back in the
studio, Ifshe doesn't ha"" an0ther nervous breakdown, the CD
will be out in the summer.
• Da"" Navarro and Cam,."
Electra: We already knew they
were welld, Why chronicle their
lives 01\ '!VI
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olumbla s oWn heats up a~aves
Chicagoan and Columbia alumnus makes name for himselfDJ-ing on-air and in the city's hottest nightspots
His name resonates across the

radio airwaves. The sound of his
music is explosive.
In just two years. Mixmaster

Dan Morrell, a Columbia radio
alumnus, has become one of'the
honest DJs 10 hit the Chicago club
scene. Mixing hip-hop, rap and
dance music on-air and in clubs
around the world, Morrell brings
hard-hitting sounds and pounding

beats to audiences every day of
the week..
Morrell's roots trace back to
Colwnbia's WCRX-FM, where he
started offworkin~ as a radio personaJity before hIs current position as full-time Mixmaster at
WBBM-FM.
But even before hosting
Columbia's radio show, Morrell
was spinning at colle$c parties at
Illinois State University. When a
couple of buddies threw a house

party and needed someone to play
music, Morrell rented out some
equipment. brought along his CDs
and made a name for himself on
campus. And while friends were
working minimum wage jobs.
Morrell said he was making from
$700 to $800 • week DJ-ing at
various colleges across llIinois.
"( was like. 'You know what?
This is what I need to do.' As soon
as 1 started making money with it,
I knew I had something," be said.

eour..., www.dMMoml.toIIl
Dan Morrell, one of the DJs on the team of B96 Mixmasters, started off as an on-air personali-

ty for Columbia's WCRX-FM 88.1.

It was at ISU in 1996 where
Morrell met 01 Speeeed. another
WBBM-FM Mixmaster, who
introduced him to the other DJs
from the station. He received an
internship with the station in the
promotions department in 1999
and began doing on-air fill-ins as
well as appearing on the station's
live guest show, "Sunday Night
Street Flava."
Born and raised in Chicago,
Morrell said he is a fan of every
type
music genre, evidenced in
his eclectic choice of music,
which includes groups ranging
from Creed to N.E.R.D.
Spinning at some of the hottest
party spots in the world, including
Las Vegas, CanCWl and Cozwnel,
Morrell said the best part of the
job is knowing he can make pet>pIe feel good with his music.
"The cool thing about (DJ-ing]
' is rocking the crowd and enterraining people, And really, I don't
care how (1m doing it, if I' m
telling jokes or whatever it takes
to make people happy and fO'llet
about life for a while," Morrell
said.
According to Morrell, in order
to make it in the "cutthroat" world
of OJ-ing in clubs and on the
radio. there are many aspects that
people may not be aware of,
Learning how to talk to peopJe
and how to treat people is
extremely important. uA lot of
people have the talen~ but they
Just don't know how to conduct
themselves,"
MorreH
said.
Another part is having the skills
and knowing the technical and
programming aspects of the job.
"I think the industry is about 40
percent talent, 60 percent how you
conduct yourself, who you meet
and when you meet the right peopie." he said.

of

Morrell said the one downside
of the business is that. once you
get to a certain age, you're considered too old and not marketable
anymore. "That's the hattie that a
lot of [DJs] go through. The station's like, 'We want to put out the
)lewest, freshest produc4 but then
we also want~ 10 keep the [radio
personalities) that everyone
knows, u, Morrell said. "I've
learned to just do as much as you
can, when you can."
Along
with
WBBM-FM
Mixmaster OJ FJipsi de, another
Colwnbia graduate and fonner
radio pelSonality at WCRX-FM,
Morrell also manages a promotion
company
called
Mixmaster
Throwdown. The Chicago company SponsOlS events around the
stale and is said to be one of the
"fastest growing promotion companies in Chicago." Mixmaster
Throwdown throws parties on cotlege campuses and sponsors club
events throughout the year.
And while attending Columbia
has defmilely helped him get his
foot in the door, Morrell said the
only way to learn the art ofDJ-ing
is to just go out and do it.
"The thing about Columbia was
that there were a couple classes
and a couple teachers that really
made a difference and helped me
with interviewing and stuff like
that," Morrell said. "But (talent] is
something you have to have. You
can't be taught."

Mixmaster Dan Morrell spint
hip-hop and rap on Chicago's
WBBM-FM.
Mondays
and
Wednesdaysfrom IO:30p.m. to Jl
p.m., Fridays and Saturday from
/0 p.m. to 5 a.m., and Sundays at
10 p.m. For more information on
Mixmaster Dan Morrell, visit
www.mixmasterlhrowdown.com
or www.danmorrell.com.
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The great rock 'n' roD swindle
o

Neal Pollack enters the music industry with favorable results

By Jam!a Murnane

.

Assistant ME Ecfu'

In his latest crazed fable.
Never Mind the Pollacks, Neal
Pollack has created an unbeiievably strange rock universe
of which he is the center. He
successfully
thrusts himself into the

middle of countless great
moments in rock history

by holding his fictional
self, written from the per-

spective ofriv~l rock c:itic Peter St. Pierre (thmk
Lester Bangs vs. Lenny
Bruce), with as much
esteem as the likes of
Bob Dylan, Elvis Presley,
Bruce Springsteen and
199y Pop. Not swprisingly, he comes off as the
craziest of them all.
Throughout the novel,
fictional Pollack finds
himself in many outrageous situations. He
made a name for himself
by seducing Patti Smith and Joan Baez and
introducing Jggy Pop to makeup. All these
outlandish actions can be chalked up to
Pollack following his musical messiah,
Clambone Jefferson. who guides him ih the
direction of each musical discovery he
makes throughout his life and his conswnption of unheaJthy amounts of cough syrup.
If Never Mind the Pol/acks wasn't billed
a work of pure fiction, readers would be
shocked to learn that there was one person
involved in every major aspect of how
music has transfonned over the years-the
day .Dylan plugged in or the discovery of
the
Roiling
Stones,
The
Velvet
Ur-derground, Iggy Pop and e~en Kurt
Cobain; to name a few. In fact. If readers
take Pollack's farce at face value, they' d
think that while swimming in a river, he discovered the late grunge rocker sitting on the
river's bank, crying over a ballad he was
singing.
The novel is a teenager's ultimate dream,
It's like Pollack's earlier work, The Neal

as

Pollack Anthology 0/ American Literature
(in which he fictionalized nonfiction as the
l<greatest living American writer"), and the

movie Almost Famous have blended to

ate one

cre~

gooey mixture of sex, drugs and

rock 'n' roll. Now, Pollack is the "greatest

living rock critic,'! He answers all the "what
if' questions that ~ve ever g~ne ~~gh
his mind and leaves httJe to the Imagmatlon.
"What if r stole Joan Baez from Bob
Dylan?" "What if t were childhood friends
with th~ King?" "What if
I were really the greatest
rock critic ever?"
It's no surprise that the
greatest rock critic ever,
jf one were to actually
exist, would know all
there is to know about
music. In Never Mind the
Pollaclcs,
the
fake
Pollack makes his rock
knowledge
blatantly
obvious to St. Pierre and
the rest of the world:
..... You don't know
anything about rock 'n'
roll! You don' t know
where it comes from or
where iCs going! Its true
path cannot be predicted
and cannot be packaged or marketed! And it
;s returning! Somewhere in some basement
or some garage or some parking lot. someone you've never heard of and never will is
making music that you' ll hate! It may not be
.the most sophisticated music of all ti~e, b~t
it'll be sincere and loud and fun, and It Will
kick your ass!'.'
Though the novel is entertaining ~d
often shocking (imagine if he reaJly did
hang with Iggy, party with the Stones an?
discover Nirvana), the ending seems a bit
rushed, as if the HarperColiins publishing
company was knocking down his door for
the fmal manuscript. Not only does it come
out of nowhere, but it's not nearly as plausible as the rest of the story. I mean, Elvis
. could have nicknamed him Neal (ifhe were
born a couple decades earlier), but a writer
coming back from the dead to throw fireballs is just ridiculous,
. .
The entire story seems to be bUlI~ng up
to something, something that could, In fact,
have been the "best rock 'n' roll novel
ever," but. instead falls short and settles for
a very good rock 'n' roll critic's. cough
syrup-induced delusion. Never mlOd the
Pollacks, indeed.

Singer back in music circus
o

'Back' to roots artist stands out in a crowd of musicians ,

By Doris Oadayan

ME Editor,
With a voice that can best be
described as angelic, fo lk-pop
singer/songwriter
lonatha
Brooke's newest release, Back
..: in the Circus, combines graceful poetry with catchy, melodic tunes and an expressive, honest voice, to
create an album with a sound that can only
be labeled as ethereal.
"Back in the.C ircus," the first track otTthe
album, tells the metaphoric story ofB.r0oke:s
life touring and working in the musIc bUSIness, a job which can be swnmed up as the
real-world "circus."
She sings: " "m back in the circus I Back
in the small town, big top I Backed up
against the wall I And nothing's quite what I
thOUght I I've got holes in my fishnets I
Holes in my last alibi I And I can't remember I When it was that I last saw blue sky."
The song has just the right amount of emotion and sweetness· by switching the tempo
and adding beats ~d electronics, combine~
with an eclectic choice of background musIcians and instruments, Brooke creates a nice
balance---one where the instnunents have
just as much to say as her beautiful .voice.
The song is well-produced, and ~e inStruments have juSt as strong of a vOice as the
vocals.
.
Track No.8, "Less Than Love IS
Nothing," is a romantic, upbeat song, ~ith a
drum intro, bass and beats that automatically
pull the listener in to hear more lessons ~f
love: "So listen, just listen I Less than love IS
nothing I And nothing is not enough I And
more than anything I I wish you I~ve ( Less
than love is nothing I And nothmg IS not
enough I And more than anything I wish you
love I wish you love."

[ill

Back in the Circus features cover songs
like l ames Taylor's "Fire and Rain" and The
Beach Boys' "God Only Knows," a song
that is absolutely mesmerizing with a soft
musical accompaniment. Brooke's vers ion
sounds soulful, energetic and downright
spiritual.

BId Dog RKOtd.

Back in the Circus uses the right fonnula
to concoct an aJbwn that makes the listener
feel as ifhe or she is a part of the songs-or
like the songs are a part of them.
.
Brooke's songs of love are full of color
and life, and she knows when not to cross the
,
line into saPPY'and c?my. .
She gives issues like relationships, commitment, trust and devotion a soph isticated,
intense appeal.
Her sweet and scorching voice captivates
and creates a sound that is both raw and passionate.
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A band named Pete and a 'porn' star
By Jennifer Golz
(l~ Beal

Ed."
C,?mbine a Columbia student w ith a percussion
mUSIC teacher and an Improv OlYmpic alumnus and
y?u've discovered My Name is Pete, a comedy rock

trio.

The band's first show. was just seven months ago,
but they have already built a local following, carrying
lhe band members throughout the Midwest on tour, as
well as to an extensive list of venues in Chicago.
"When we get on stage, it's like we're hanging out,
~k. at a karaoke bar," sa id Pauly Doerr, 21, ajunlor arts management major at Columbia and My

Name is Pete bassist. "What really holds the band
together is that we are all really close friends."
Pete Shukoff, 24, guitar and vocals, and Kristen
Regester, 29, drums, are best friends. They met a year
ago when Shukoff was opening as a solo act for
another band Regester approached ShukofT after his
perfoffilance and said, "I really like your s---; do you
need a drummer?"
Aft.er just a wee~ ofprac~icing ShukofT's repertoire,
the trio played therr first gIg; My Name is Pete headlined at Goose Island with more than 250 people in
the audience.
"On Aug. 16, all my goals were accomplished-I
played all of my original music with a band [in front]
of a group there to see us, and it went really well ..
Shukoff said.
'
My Name.is ~ete b~gs the audience into each performance W,lth mteractJon and improv. Shukoff' will
often break mto a spontaneous song about someone in
the back of the bar, who might not be getting the same
attention as those in the front.
"I always had a problem if the audience was not
paying attention; 1 felt like I was doing something
wrong:' Shukoff said . "If I see someone in the back
who is not paying attention, 1start to sing to them, and
th:, people [who are paying attention) laugh along.
like to smg very ~onestly. 1 sing about ridiculous
subjects-sexual subjects. I sing without intent. 1
don't do illo titillate, but I feel like they 're thoughts
.
everyone has," Shukoff said.
. He .is referring to songs that deal with subjects
mcluding anal sex, pornography and vibrators. At a
recent s~o~ at the Cubby Bear, audience members
had a hilanous response to the lyrics, "Daniel was
replaced by a vibrator. All it took was a battery and
she got off quick. It could happen to you."
The song "Penis in the Bun." is about. well the
title, but ShukotT said it's not what some may
. "Everyone thinks it's filthy dirty, bUI I loved this
g!!l very much and it was respectful, and I've talked
WIth a lot of people who have agreed.
"Sometimes they laugh out of nervousness because
they think the same thing and other times it 's because

!

thhuc.

I

. Pauly Doerr (left) and Pele Shukoff use improv
. to make even the people in the back have fun .
they can't believe I just said that." he said.
But nQt aU of the band 's songs have the sexual conD?tation. My Name is Pete sings praise to the Red
Lme, and plays homage to '80s sitcom theme songs
including "Growing Pains" and "Charles in Charge."
The band even plays a love song titled "Spanish
Love," in which frrst love bloomed o~er extra packets
of hot sauce.
But most popular with fans is " I Quit You Fat
Mothe~ F- -er." The audience typically joins in with
the Iyncs, "You can take this job and shove it up your
ass."
Doerr said all topics the band sings about typically
would be subjects that might be uncomfortable 10 !alk
to your mother about.
~
R.egar~ess, Shukoff said the response from the
audIence IS great because each show is different due
to the improvisations among the band members.
~'w.~ make sure everyone has a good time," Doerr
SaId. I make sure everyone's beer is full figuratively
and literally."
My Nome ~ Pete will peifonn al the Cubby Bear,

1059 W. Addrson SI., March 6. For more infonnation
ahoul Ihe band, check out their websile at
www.mynomeispele.com where MP3s and music
videos can be downloaded.

Work of art on the wrong path
By Andru Kelly
Arizona Dai~ W*X:a1
(U. WIRE) TUCSON, Ariz. -A
scuJprure resembling a bike rack
outside
the
University
of
Arizona's library baffled students
and staff Feb. 26, as some students
locked their bikes to the artwork
prompting the artist to agree t~
remove it.
The white sculpture, which
replicated the blue bike racks outs.ide the library, was missing sechons at the top of its bars. Bikes
locked to the sculpture could easily be lifted off the rack, as a student demonstrated.
Jason Butler, a fme arts graduate
student, created the piece after two
of his bikes were stolen, said
~ar1ton Bradford, a sc ulpting
mstructor who knows Butler.
No reports of thefts from the
sculpture have been filed, said Sgt.
Eugene Mejia,
UA Police
Department spokesman.
The sculpture had two labels
~at read, "Honest by design," and
mcluded the sculptor's e-mail
address .
"From my point of view, it's a
good reaction piece," Bradford
said. He also said he was surprised
that the flaw in the sculpture,
which differentiated it from the
functiona l racks, fai led to prevent
people from locking their bikes to
it.
.
The sculpture was placed outside the art building a few weeks
ago, and DO one locked bikes to it
while it was there, Bradford said.
Some students didn't notice the
problem at all.
"I probably wouldn't have
thought about it," said Renee
Goodwin, an anthropology senior,
after she walked up to the sculpture and almost locked her bike to
it.
But others saw the problem
right away. When Andrew
Bruggema~ ~pproached the sculpture, he wondered why people had
locked their bikes to it.
" It looks like those bikes are
going to get stolen," said

Bruggeman, a junior elementary
education major.
He said he would not have
locked his bike to the scu]prure but
wondered why the artist had chosen to. place it right next to the
other bike racks.
Representatives from Parking
and Transportation Services investigated the artwork after receiving
a call from Jim Fromm, the director of facilities planning and management at the library. Fromm
thought the rack had been bolted
to the brick sidewalk outside the
library and was concerned that it
had not been approved.
"Because it 's a bike rack and it 's
supposed to be secure, it drew
people in," Fromm said. He
thought the piece could become a
liability.
Charlie Guerin, chainnan of the
University of Arizona Public Art
Advisory Committee, which
approves aU public art on campus,
had not heard of the sculprure as of
Thursday afternoon.
"So~etimes
that happ.ens;
sometImes somebody would just
put something out," Guerin said.
If unapproved art appears on
campus, Guerin said the committee reviews it.
"We have to make sure things
are s~fe and can't injure people,"
he saId.
According to Guerin, it is not in
the advisory committee's capacity
to remove unapproved sculptures
from campus, but that it would be
important to keep bikes off a work
of public art.
On the other hand, Charles
Franz, program coordinator for
Alternative Transportation, said he
might consider removing the rack
because it could cause problems.
He also suggested posting a sign
so students do not take the risk of
parking their bikes at the insecure
strucrure.
"We should get si~. on here
that say, 'This 'is no\' .1b\Jfe"rack.
Do not park bikes on it, , .. Franz
said.
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Rock critics
'sound' off
o

Opinions tossed around as writers debate the status oftoday's music

Chicago's own Smashing Pumpkins sat
down with DeRogatis and Kat to discuss
that band's fruitful career and demise ,
Every Tuesday night from 10 p.m. to while playing songs by some ofCorgan's
midnight, obsessive music fans across influences-My
Bloody
Valentine,
ChicagoJand tune their radio dials to 93.1
Bauhaus and HUsker DU-bands that nor\vXRT-FM to hear two of the city's most mally don't receive airplay on commercial
prominent rock critics discuss a topic near radio.
.
In addition to discussing nationally reeand dear to their hearts.
Conce ived as an Ebert and Roper-like ogn ized music, DeRogatis and Kat devote
dialogue between Jim DeRogatis of the several shows each year to the music of
Chicago Sun· Times and Greg Kot of the the city that gives "Sound Opinions" a
Chicago Tribune, "Sound Opinions" is home, Chicago.
what Kot describes as "a relatively
Because Chicago provides artists with a
enl ightened discourse about popu lar cui· vibrant, creative atmosphere minus the
ture."
pressures of major record labe ls and
"The intriguing thing is
musical trends, the show reflects the
that there's nothing else like
city's environment, DeRogatis said.
th is on the commercial land·
"Sound Opinions" is the perfect forum
scape," Kot said.
for the hosts to celebrate their favorite
While the current incarna·
Chi cago artists who may be unknown
tion of "Sou nd Opinions"
to most listeners.
MUSIC
Since its conception five years ago,
celebrated its fifth birthday
this January, the show's roots
"Sound Opinions" has become more
go deeper.
focused, Kot said, with the two critics
In the early 1990s, Chicago's rock radio better understanding their stre ngths and
was di vided between two rival music talk weaknesses and learning to playoff each
shows, one hosted by Kot and former other's personalities.
Illi nois Entertainer editor Michael Harris
It 's battles like the ongoing di spute over
and another. the original "So und the merits of Bruce Springsteen-"He's
Opinio n s,~' hosted by DeRogatis and fo r·
the most boring fraud perpetrated on rock
mer Chicago Reader music critic Bill and roll ," DeRogatis said-that dri ve
Wyman.
"Sound Opinions." Kot declares that his
Following a stint as a writer for Rolling "tastes are more divergent and wide· rangStone in New York, DeRogatis returned to ing than Jim's," while DeRogat is counters
Chicago and pitched the idea ofa new and and describes Kot's musical preferences as
"sure and steady."
improved "Sound Opinio ns" to Kot.
"G reg was the right .partner from the
And because of the show 's success, it
has branched out into other media. The
start," DeRogatis said.
Both critics shared a sim ilar curiosity "Sound Opinions" website allows music
and breadth of knowledge about popular . afTicionados from around the world to
music, according to
share their views
" He's the most boring fraud per- on
everything
DeR ogati', which
generated a comt t d·
k d )) "
from the upcom·
petitive friendship, pe ra e on roc an ro .
ing Pixies reunion
- Jim DeRogatis, of the Chicago to the Rat Pack,
the ideal relat ions hip between co- Sun-TImes, on Bruce Springsteen
while the "Sound
hosts.
Opinions" televiAccording
to
sion s how
on
Kot , the "Sound
WTTW-TV, which ran for nine episodes
Opinions" of today was born one Saturday late last year, incorporated music videos
inside a Howard Johnson's o n C icero into the heated debates .
As DeRogatis and .Kot continue to
Avenue during a quasi-audition before
Weiner.
searc h for a sponsor to bring "Sound
Sitting across from one another, the two Opinions" the television show back to
criti cs, as usual, talked passionately about wnW-TV, this year, they have bigger
music, and that was it. Weiner was so ld.
plans for the future.
The basis for the show was simple:
Kot sai d that
Provide listeners a
plans to conduct
"[t's not about delivering lines. more li ve remotes
forum to voice their
opinions about the It's about the emotion behind the from various loca·
world of popular
li o ns around the
music; g ive them lines."
city are in place,
the opportunity to
- Greg Kot, of the Chicago drawing from the
indulge in their own
success of shows
Tribune
analyses and poss i.
such as last year's
bly learn something
broadcast from the
at the same time.
Abbey Pub, 3420 W. Grace St., which fea"It's not about delivering lines," Kot tured a li ve acoustic performance by At
said. "It's about the emotion behind the the Drive-In offshoot Sparta. According to
lines."
DeRogatis, taking the show to a national
Where most music industry reports rest level has been a goal for a while now.
heavily on - the a ll -mighty sound bite,
But unti l then, there's still "Sound
"Sound Opinions" willingly sh ies away Opinions" in its traditional format-going
from such artist self· promotion and quips strong.
to bring listeners a diverse palate of ideas
" [Radio] can grab listeners by the
through discussion, interviews, call·ins proverbial co llar and say, 'Listen to this! ,t>
and the music itself.
DeRogatis said.
" It's always a treat when we have an
The program has always been an outlet
interview," DeRogatis sa id . "But deeper for DeRogatis and Kot to be who they are
interviews-not superficial bulls-."
everyday-just two average Joes who disOver .the years, DeRogatis and Kot have cuss, debate and obsess over music every
brought guests into the studio and gotten Friday night at the local bar, over dinner at
them out of their comfort lones, creating a a restaurant or at home with their respec.
spontaneous atmosphere built on in·depth tive spouses.
interviews and one-of-a-kind live perDeRogatis and Kot agreed that "Sound
Opinions" is a way to take a common diafonnances.
For instance, the; hosts convinced logue about a common subject and present
Chicago blues legend Buddy Guy, typical- it to a wide audience of Iike·minded peoly known for his explosive electric guitar ple, allowing them to formulate and share
perfonnances, to perform acoustically, a their opinions.
fonnat he returned to for his critically
"['Sound Opinions' is] a privilege, and
we take it that way," Kot said. "As soon
praised 2002 album, Blues Singer.
In ... one particularly candid interview, as it feels like work, it 's not worth doing."
Billy Corgan and Jimmy Chamberlain of
By Jeff panna
COpyE<IIa

rnJ
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Scrabylon Scrabble
Tournament &
Documentary
Screening
Thursday, March 18, 2004
3:30 PM -10:00 PM
The Michael Rabiger Center for

Documentary and C.Spaces, the
student centers and galleries of
Columbia College Chicago present a
tournament and screening featuring
the documentary UScrabylon, n about
the cutthroat world of tournament
Scrabble.

Starting at 3:30 p.m. In the Conaway
Center (1104 S. Wabash, First
Floor), a tournament of 16 players,
monitored by the Chicago Scrabble
League, will play down to a single
winner by the end of the evening.
SCREENING OF uSCRABYLON,n
FEATURING Q & A with MARTY
GABRIEL, one of the subjects of the
documentary and ill member of the
Chicago Scrabble league, will begin
at 7pm. Following the film, finalists
will play championship game.
About the film
Scrabylon is ill documentary on the
cutthroat world of tournament
Scr~bble. Featuring the most
flerce anagrilmmers, rack
balancers, and bingo experts In
competitive Scrabble, Scrabylon
delves de ep Into this sometimes
wacky, sometimes odd J .nd .Iw.ys
compelling subculture. Shot
primarily during the 2001 World
Scrabbl. Championship. In la.
Veg.s J Scr.bylon fe.lure. players
from around the glob. and glv••
an up-do.e look at why people get
ob....ed with .eemlngly benign
game played at count less kitchen
tabl ••.
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POP: POLITICS: PROPAGANDA

March 22 - May 7, 2004

Hokin Gallery
623 S. Wabash, First Floor
Recaption: Wedneadav.. March 24. 5pm _ 7pm
Open call for Columbia College Chicago

students to exhibit artwork in all media. All
work sh ould be centered on contemporary
notions and ideologies of popular culture,
political irony Bnd the propaganda of Our
m~dia-driven culture. Artwork should be new
or never before exhibited i n {el Spaces. For
consideration, please drop off artwork with
a brief artist statement at the Hokin Annex
March 8 through 12
Monday thru Thursday 9 - 7

Friday 9 - 5
All artwork must be ready to install and
display. This means that painting stretChers
must be wired. Photos must be framed.
dry-mounted, or matted to fil glass sizes listed:
8xlO, l1 x 14, 16x20, 20x24, and 30x40. Artists
are responsible for providing any equipment
needed (e.g. monitors, VCRs, computers, etc.)
and for procuring pedestals that are large r
than 24" square (if they are needed).

Installation and performance proposals
must be submitted in writing w ith
documentation materials, either of the piece
itself o r of previous work if th is is a new wo rk.
We accept OVOs, VHS tapes, CD-A OMs,
·photographs
and slides.
Questions can be directed to
JUlia Caffey, eel Spaces Assistant Director
at jcaffey@colum,edu or 312-344-7696

Columbia

~O~LC'C clI '~"

'ID

Sponsored bv eel Spaces, . division of stu'dent affairs, paid tor by student activity fees

"
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The 2004 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

POLITICJ:lL
CJ:lRTOON
CONT£fT
lOT all studtlnts 01 Co/umtlia Colltlge Chicago

Two $300 first prizes, two $100 second prizes
and two $100 third prizes
will be awarded in each of two categories, si ngle panel cartoons and multiple panel cartoons. The six winning cartoons will be selected by a jury, which
will include facu lty from various departments, a student and a professional cartoonist. Submitted cartoons must be drawn or printed (if composed on a
computer) in black ink on 8112 x II white paper. Include name, address, phone and student lD number on back of entry.

Send submissions to: Political Cartoon Contest
C/O Teresa Prados-Torreira
Liberal Education Department
624 S. Michigan, 900A
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CoI .....w. 001-':. Oh. . . .
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Gina's
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Wabash,

3 12.55 4. 1215

.

Homemade 1/2 Pound Burgers, Baked Submarines,
Turkey Burgers, Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot
Dogs, Croissiants, Omelettes, Gyros, Chili Cheese
Fries, Chicken Gyros, Pizza Puffs, Spinach Pie,
Chicken Nuggets and many more items.
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.Pal' 5 Pizza
;

638 S. Clark • 312/427·2320 • Fax 312/427·2616
Delivery & Carry.()ut • Open 11 'til 11 All Week

ALL regularly priced
CDs and DYDs!
-Discount good towards regularly priced items.
No rainchecks. Limited to stock on hand.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Book 01 rlCtion

6 Satisfy fully
10 Attention getter

Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit
www.cash4students .com/columcol
"The Guide to Home Employment Opportunities" is your ticket
to financial freedom! For more information send $7 plus a self
addressed stamped envelope to : ETP, P.O. 6, Maywood IL 60153.

14 Baker or Loos
15 Remove fat
16 Gwen Verdon in
"Damn Yankees"
17 Summer
ermine
18 LIke gymnastics
20 Exercised
authority
22 Danza IiIm,
"Going_I"
23 Come 10 regret
24 Take a chair
25 _ Alamos. NM
28 Capture again
30 •_ Gel Fooled
Again"
31 One of the

High fashion jewelry company seeks dependable sales people.
FT/PT positions available . Prior sales experience helpful but not
required. Must have own transportation . Contact Deanna at 877 218-3212 for an interview.
Bartenders and Doorman Wabash Tap - 1233 S . Wabash
Please fax resume to 312 .360 .0015

Gershwins

32 Tavern quaff
33 Weaving or
Black
34 Slithery fish
35 Postage
38 "' _ Rhythm"
39 Vikingllke
41 Go wrong

42 Highest cards
44 Cui grass

45 Asian holiday
46 Cerlain
47 Ryan and

Shaquille
51 Schuss
52 Full-house sign
53 Theater signal

6 Governor's
domain
7 Foot structure
B Exhausts
9 Hamming it up
10 Greenspan or
Ladd
11 Conrad Hilton ,

e.g.

12 Wallach 01 "Baby
Doll"
13 Buddy
19 Keep mum
21 Easily misled
person
26 Raw minerals
27 Mall happening
29 Battering
device
30 .. _ lile Is It,
Anyway?"
35 Fixes in
position
DOWN
36 Arduous
1 Racers' grp.
journey
2 Recorded
37 A and the
3 Bluish purple
4 Ust-endlng abbr. 3B Apache leader
40 Be in debt
5 Football plays

54 Night flyer

55 Forget the past
and start anew
59 Of the sky
61 Defeated rival
62 "The Vlrgmian"
author Wisler
63 "Typee" sequel
64 Dancing Castle
65 Cozy abode
66 Gol up
67 Basil sauce

35

Solutions
I

* CUSTOMER SERVICE' REPRESENTATIVES Are you interested in a CAREER ... and not just a job? Large suburban auto
group is looking for bright, enthusiastic individuals . No experience
is necessary, we will tra in you for success! COLLEGE STUDENTS
OR GRADS ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. If you are self-moti vated with a willingness to learn, you will benefit by receiving an
excellent salary + full benefits . Contact Brian Moore at our SI.
Charles location or Marc Klodzinski at our Morton Grove location
for a confidential interview al. .. McGRATH AUTO GROUP 630584-6400 ; SI. Charles 847-470-2300; Morton Grove

•
43 Museum
manager
Wry face
Degrades
Dormant
Music srstem
Lover a Daphnis

44
48
49
50
53

56 Time of fasting
57 New Mexican art
colony
58 Traditional
wisdom
59 Inmate
60 Sheep-etta

All Areas! No Brokers!

1-877-FOR-RE

onlinE •• on THE PHonE

aur t'M BEING- RUPf" TO 't'tlU,

50 I WCN'r WOP..t;ff PBt:Mr IT.
St<SWf6, 8fFORE l LEfT, l 6fT
LIP A ClJNNrNG PUIII 1'0 KEEP
W!M. FROM COMINV NfAR IT.

><EH••• I HAD A GOCX>
FEELING ~T I ~
UP WI'f'W THE $MARl'
0/111 OF YOU lWO...
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s. Michigan - Basement

Mon. - Tnurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

Peppers, To mato, Zucchini, Potato, Rice
& o pt ional Chedder & Jack Chese
Served wI Lettuce & Sour Cream

Chicken Sandwich $3.75
Grilled Breast wi Romaine & Dressing on Asiago Roll
Served wI Potato Chips

Smoked Turkey Panini $3.75
Swiss Cheese.. Tomato, Honey Musta rd Sauce
Served wit h Potato Chips

Soup: Mon- French Market
Tues-Cream of Chicken Rice
Wed-Vegetarian Veget able

Thurs- Cream of Broccoli

37
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City Beat

Car companies gear prices to college students
By Jennifer Golz

City Beal Edilor
The Chicago Auto Show has

come and gone, leaving in its wake
a lot of unanswered questions. For
example, who can possibly afford

the Ford GT concept car on a budget? Can I even own a car that was
featured at the show?
The answer is yes, to the latter.
Automotive manufacturers realize
college st udents and recent graduates are major buyers in the car
market. That's why there are a
bevy of different options to choose

from. ranging from a modest hatchback with just the basics to a sport

utility vehicle with all the options,
each of which would fa ll into any
college student, or recent graduate's, budget.
Below arc some of the vehicles
seen at the 2004 Chicago Auto

Show this year.

"Any Hyundai would be a good
car for a college student," said
Trish Faley, a Hyundai product
specialist. Currently, Hyundai
offers $400 off for recent college
graduates.
Saturn ION
The ION comes in three models:
All ION models come standard
with a fi ve-speed manual transmission. The ION 2 and 3 have the
option of an automatic transmission and come standard with AC
and a CD player. Only the ION 3
comes standard with power windows/power doors.
Saturn IONs start al $10,995 and
typ ically range upward of$17,175
(depending on added oplions). All
Satums come with a standard warranty of three years or 36,000 miles
bumper-to-bumper coverage.
Currently, depending on the
mode l, Saturn is offering $1,000 to

Kia Rio sedan
Starting at just $9,740, the Kia
Rio is the lowest priced four-door
sedan in America, according to
Steve Konold, a product speciali st
for Kia. The Rio is the basic car for
the company, and everything,
including air conditioning, is an
opt ion. The base Rio has a fivespeed manual transmission, with an
optional upgrade to an automatic.
Kia's are known for their highlycompetitive warranty. The Rio
comes with a five-year or 60,000
mile bumper-to-bwnper warranty,
10-year or 100,000 mile warranty
on the powertrain and fi ve years
(unlimited mileage) of roadside
ass istance.
Kia Rio Cinco
Cousin to the Rio sedan is the
five-door Cinco, with the fifth door
be ing the hatchback. The C inco
starts at $11,365 and includes an
AM/ FM stereo with CD player as a
standard option. Other amenit ies
including AC and automatic transmission are opt ional.
Like all other Kias, the Cinco hasthe same warranty as the Rio sedan .
Right now, Rio sedans and
Cincos are eligible for zero percent
financing or $1 ,000 cash back. Kia
offers a $500 loyalty di scount to
previous Kia owners, in addition to
all discounts and promot ions.
Hyundai Accent GL
The GL is a base mode l starting
at $10,899 and comes with a fivespeed manual transmission and an
AMlFM stereo. All amenities are
optional, including AC, power windows/power doors, CD player and
an automatic transm ission.
Hy undai 's warranty ri vals Kia's.
All Hyundai s come with' five years
or 60,000 mi les bumper-Io-bumper
coverage, 10 years or 100,000
miles of powertrain coverage and
five years of roads ide assistance
(with unlimited mileage).

Buses

Chevrolet Aveo LS
The LS model is a mature version of the base model. The Aveo
LS starts at $12,585. Inc luded in
the standard options are AC ,
AMlFM slereo with CD and MP3
player, and the power package,
which includes power windows
and power door locks. The LS does
come standard with a five-speed
manual transmiss ion, but automatic is an opt ion.
The Aveo LS offers the same
warranty as the base model: a fi veyear or 60,000 mile bumper-tobumper warranty.
Chevro let Cavalier Coupe
The Cavalier starts at $14,800-a
fi ve~speed manual transmiss ion and
AC are standard. Options include
power windows/power doors, CD
and automatic transmission.
The Cavalier comes with a standard Chevy warranty of three year.;

be customized with three different
engine sizes and transmissions to
choose from, as well as tire sizes
ranging from IS inches to 18 inches.
The Cobalt w ill come with
Chevrolet's standard warranty of
three years or 36,000 miles
bumper-to-bumper coverage.
Pontiac Vibe
Included in the Vibe's base price
of $17,165 is a five-speed transmission, AC and AMlFM stereo
with CD player. An automati c
transm iss ion 'is optional. The Vibe
comes with the standard Pontiac
warranty of three years or 36,000
miles coverage. Unique to the Vibe
is the corrosion coverage, which
protects from rust for six years or
100,000 miles.
Pontiac Vibe GT
The sporty version of the Vibe,

Vehicles seen at the Chicago
Auto Sh~w fitting a student's
budget included: Chevrolet
Cobalt (clockwise), P ontiac
Vibe, Chevrolet Aveo, Kia Rio ,
Ford Focus ZX3 , Kia Rio
Cinco, Hyundai Accent GL and
Satum ION .

Chevrolet Aveo
According to Jenny Baier, a
saleswoman for Chevrolet, the
Aveo is Chevy's response to the
Kia Rio, offering a competiti ve
warranty, starting at $11,690.
The base Aveo is offered as a
five -speed manual transmission,
and everything including AC and a
stereo with a CD player are optional.
However, Chevy has given Aveo
a warranty that ri vals Kia: a fiveyear or 60,000 mile bumper-tobumper warranty (the standard is 3
yearsl36,000 miles).

or 36,000 miles bumper-Io-bumper
coverage.
Chevrolet Cobalt
While not available until fall
2004 , the Cobalt has been designed
to replace the Cavalier, according
to Baier. She does not know the
expected date the Cavalier will be
discontinued.
While there is limited infonnation about the Cobalt, since it's still
in pre-production, Baier estimates
it will start at $15,000 base and
$21 ,000 loaded. The Cobalt will
come with standard features s uch
as AC and CD player. A five-speed
manual transmission will be standard, but can be upgraded to an
automat ic transm ission.
"The Cobalt is s portier and
roomier," Baier said. Cobalts can

Honda Civic
The Civic comes in three models, the hx,lx and ex. Simi lar to the
Saturn ION, the hx is a base model
with all amenities optional, including AC . Standard in all model s is a
five -speed manual transmission
and AMlFM stereo with CD player.
Upgradeable options in all models
are automatic transmission and
power windows/power doors .
All Hondas come with a standard three-year or 36,000 miles
bumper-to-bumper warranty.
Garth Kruegar, corporate relations for Honda said, "Civics are
extremely reliable-you only need
to change the oi I."
For those who desire more
space, more height or the ability to
take up more room on the road,
consider a moderately. priced SUv.
Hyunda i Santa Fe
The Santa Fe slarts at $17,999
and comes standard with five speed manual transmission, AC,
power windows/power doors and
an AMlFM stereo with CD player.
The Santa Fe seats five and can be
upgraded to an automatic transmission . Like the Accent, the Hyundai
Santa Fe comes with a competiti ve
warranty : fi ve years or 60,000
miles bumper-to-bumper coverage,
10 years or 100,000 miles of powertrain coverage and fi ve years of
roadside ass istance (with unlimited
mileage) .
I-lyundai also offers a $400 rebate
on the purchase of a new vehicle for
recent college graduates.

Photos by Carrie 8ergagnafThe Chronicle

$2,500 cash back on the purchase
of a new Saturn. They also offer an
additional S750 discount to recent
college graduates in addition to any
other offers.

The standard Ford warranty
applies to the Focus: three years or
36,000 miles of bwnper-to-bumper
coverage in addition to five years
or 100,000 miles of powertrain
coverage.
Janet Early, a saleswoman for
Ford, sa id the company offers a
$700 rebate for recent graduates as
well as first-time buyer ~ss i stance
programs.

Ford Focus ZX3
The Focus zxj comes as a fivespeed manual transmission with an
AMlFM stereo, CD player, AC and
power windows/power doors as
standard features. The Focus ZX3
starts at $13,51 0 and goes up to
$16,055 depending on upg rade
options.

Ho nda Element
The Element comes in twowheel dri ve and four-whee l drive
models, all of which feature fivespeed manual transmiss ion, power
windows/power doors and AMIFM
stereo with CD player as standard
equipment. An automatic transmission is optional in all Elements and
AC is standard in select model s.
The Element starts at SI6, I00
priced up 10 $20,300, w hich
Kruegar said he considers to be a
deal because "the four-cy linder
engine is not a gas-hogging V8
[engine]."
While the Element only seats
four people, Kruegar said it has 64
different seating arrangements to
meet everyone's needs. The
Element comes with Honda's standard warranty, three years or
36,000 miles bumper-to-bumper
coverage.

"Sooner o r later the CTA is
go ing to have to come clean on a
number of things, he sa id. "Like
why they don 't use [global pos itioning systems] for schedul e
tracking, and why they don 't use
a universal fare card.
"Going back 20 years, the CTA
used to let field supervisors hold
back a bus to lessen bus bunching. They've taken a lot of power
away from the superv isors .
There 's no central tracking,"
Soens said of sc hedule performance, despite the agency's use of

GPS tec hn o logy to identify
exact ly where buses are.
But desp ite a genera ll y positive
res ponse to the re sults of the
study from riders and transit
observers, Soens isn 't s ure it will
have much impact w here it 's
needed most-on CTA operat ions.
"O ur study will have an impact
on the way the CTA does business for a while," he said, "and
then it will slide back into mediocrity. Unless you have competition, that 's the way things are."

the GT model only comes as a sixspeed manual transmi ssion, which
requires premiwn fuel. In addition
10 the standard features of AC and
AMlFM stereo with CD player, the
Vibe GT also comes with an antilock braking system in the S20,115
base price. The Vibe GT also features the same warranty as the
Vibe: three years or 36,000 miles
coverage and six years or 100,000
miles of corrosion coverage.

Continued/rom Back Page

to 12 minutes for a bus."
But CTA bus ride r Catanya
Richardson, 30, on a recent after~
noon saw li ttle reason to doubt
the study'S findings. Havi ng just
see n a No. 20 Madison bus close
its doors and pull away moments
before she reached a stop on the
co rne r o f State and Madison
streets, Richardson sa id she was
" not surprised at all" at the poss ibi lity that the majority of buses
didn't arri ve on time.
"They're slow, and when they
do arrive, they're a ll bunched

up," she sa id . "And if you're late,
they won'1 stop for you."
Fellow bus rider Ken Salkover,
27, said the bus he rides most, the
No. 15 1 Sheridan, was, for the
most part, reliable except during
off-peak hours. "On Saturday and
Sunday, mornings and evenings
both, serv ice is ve ry unpredictable, very unreliable," he said
whi le waiting for a bus in the
Loop. " A nonnal wait should be
10 minutes or so, not 20 or 30."
Extremes in waiting times was
another area in wh ich the CTA

scored poorly according to the
survey.
" If you ride the buses," the
study states, "chances are that
every day that you go to catch
your bus, it could arrive anywhere from 10 minutes earl y to
40 minutes late, based on our
observat ions. This is a serious
problem."
Soens believes the study points
out the need for the CTA to
change the way it does business
by focusing more intent ly on the
way bus service is cond ucted.

It
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Old wounds heal
at spring training

39

Affordable residences and social
support come to the South Loop

o Cubs forgive and forget Bartman ball debacle o SRO near Columbia's Wabash Campus Building set to open June 2006

By Nancy Armour
Associated Press
MESA, Arizona (AP)-As
wit.h any bad hangover, th e
Ch icago Cubs needed some time
to recover from their co ll apse in
the playoffs.
They were devastated to get
within five outs of the World
Series and lose it all, and the hurt
was so bad it was almost a physica! pain. Replaying the games
in their minds only added to the
torture.
"We all think about what happened in the postseason," s hortstop Alex Gonzalez sa id . "That 's
life."
But that's the beautiful thing
abput baseba ll , every spri ng
brmgs a new season. The cal endar now says 2004, and last
year's playoffs are hi story.
Sure , the Cubs co uld sit
around in spring training and
pout about w hat might have

the World Series. What had been
a citywide party turned into a
wake, and the Cubs went to their
offseason homes shell- shocked.
" I don 't know if I'll ever fo rget about it comp lete ly," righthander Matt C lement said. "We
accomplished a lot last year. To
think about whe re we we re at
this point last year, to think we
wou ld have done what we did
last year-everybody believes it
can happen, but how many realIy believe that it was go ing to
happen?"
It's true. When last season
began, who would really have
thought the Cubs would be five
outs from the World Series?
This, after all, was a team that
went 67-95 in 2002 and got two
managers fired.
Chicago'S 88-74 finish last
year was a 2 1-game improvement.
" There was a lot of question

been. But they'd 11I~lIJlllllllllllfI~".1IIIII1 marks as to
rathe r focus on
what we cou ld
a c com p lis h
th is year, and
winning it all.
coming
into
'" already forsp ring train in g
got 2003," manlast
year,"
ager
Dusty
Gonzalez sa id .
Baker said. "You
" And
we
can ' t live the
proved to a lot
of people that
present and the
fut ure thinking
we had a lot of
about the past."
talent on th is
Yes, but these
tea m and the
arc the Cubs, the
talent to make
team that' s made obsessi ng the playoffs.
about the past a n a rt form.
" I had so much fun getting to
They've endured almost a centu- whe re we we re last year. It was
ry of futility, going without a probably one of the best times in
World Series champi onship my career," Gonzalez added. " It
since 1908. They haven ' t been was one to remember, and I' d
back to the World Series s ince li ke to repeat that. I think it 'd
1945, when legend has it that a even be better to go forward."
local bar owner put a curse on
And li ke Baker said, the Cubs
the Cubs because he and his goat can't go forward if they're looking back.
we re turned away from a game.
"You have to [win) agai n and
Wh il e Bartman took most of
again and again and again unt il the grief for the Cubs' debacle
you filt er out generations of dis- Gonzalez got his fa ir share of
appo intment and despa ir," Baker cr itici sm, too. He made only 10
sai d. " It 's imposs ib le to do it errors last year, led NL shortovern ight when it 's taken how- stops with a .984 fielding perever many years it's taken to get centage and hit a career-high 20
here ."
homers.
Chicago had a 3-1 lead in its
But all anyone remembers is
best-of-seven se ries w ith the that gaffe in Game 6 .
Marlins, and was five outs from
~'It 's easy to dwell on negative
winning a pennant. Then Steve thmgs. But the best th ing to do is
Bartman deflected that now infa- just realize what happened and
mous fo ul ball, starting the Cubs learn from /' t," Gonza lez said.
on a downward sp ira l. Gonza lez "There were so many things that
made a rare error to load the happened ifl that series that ,
bases, fumbling a double-play th ink you'd dri ve yourself nuts
just dwelling on one of those
grounder.
The Marlins went on to score things. It wouldn't be fair to do
eight runs and beat the Cubs 8-3. to the team, it wouldn't be fai r to
The Cubs still had one more do to myself.
" Hopef~lIy everybody can just
chance the next ni ght, with
Kerry Woo d pitching. But take out J'Yhat was good o ut of
Florida rallied from two runs that series and just move on."
down to wi n 9-6 and advance to
•

pickpocketing occurred

on th street at 632 S. Wabash
Ave., Feb. t9 at 7:30 p.m. No
one hf' been taken i~to ~tody
In

•
A verucle was reported
StOlen from the street at 200 S.
Wabash Ave., Feb. 12 between
the hours of 3 p.m. and 5:30
p.m. The missing vehicle is
described as a whire 2004
Chevrolet Cavalier.

connection WIth thlS inCIdent

•
An armed robbery occurred
Feb. 18 at 4:13 p.m. at
Executive Essentials, 224 S.
Michigan Ave. No one has been
taken into custody in connection
with this incident.

Carrie 8ergagnalThe Chronicle

T he new 169-unit SRO, being built at 600 S. Wabash Ave., will provide subsidized housi ng .
By Kwame Abasi Patterson
Associate Editor
The
Chic ago
Chri stian
Industrial League, whi ch has provided services for Chicago's
homeless for the last 90 years,
begi ns construction thi s spring on
the third single-room-occupancy
development in the South Loop.
CC IL, a nonprofit organization,
has managed The Studios, 801 S.
Wabash Ave ., since its construction in 1997. The 600 S. Wabash
Studios, 600 S. Wabash Ave., will
be the CCIL's second SRO deve lopment in this area.
Darlene Roberts, property manager at The Studios said the current programs available thro ugh
her bui lding are similar to what
will be offered at 600 S. Wabash
Studios. Currently, The Studios
offers its tenants subsidized and
unsubsidized leasing agreement
program s.
Under its s ubsidized program,
tenants who earn mo re than

unit complex wi ll ~e~e a smaller
amount of uns ubsldl zed tenants,
s uch?S ind i vidua~s with Chic ago
HOUSing Authority Section 8
vouchers.
In an effort to continue communi ty servi ce, 600 S. Wabash
Studios will offer soc ial support
services for indi viduals who are
dealing with drug addict ions, j oblessness and homelessness.
Denis O 'Keefe, the executive
director of the CC IL, said the
building will also serv ice the
community by providing seven to
eight food retailers, incl ud ing a
Subway and Dunkin ' Donuts, on
the first floor. The Wabash
Avenue side of the bu ilding will
be seven floors with a designated
green roof, whil e the othe r side
will be eight floors.
According to officials from the
Near South Loop Planning Board,
the South Loop community fu lly
supports the bui lding of SROs in
their community. They be lieve

ing popu lar in Chicago neighborhoods because of Mayor Richard
M. Daley's Supportive Housing
Initiat ive.
The initiati ve, wh ich was introduced in 2002, helps fu nd SRO
de ve lopm ents w ithin Ch icago.
Through this program, the city
has constructed more than 50
SROs in vari ous locations in
order to replace the affordable
housing units and program s that
were el iminated in the 1960s and
1970s.
Under former Mayor Richard J.
Daley's administration, more than
80 percent of affordable housing
comp lexes were closed or torn
down. O'Keefe said the city lost
interest in this type of housing
because most of them had safety
issues.
"These places were fleabags.
The city didn't know how to control it, so they tore them down.
Kind of like what [Ch icago
Ho usi ng Authority) is doing

$15,700 and less than $26,400 a

the city is looking to build the

today," O' Keefe said.

annually are all owed to live in the
building for an un limited amount
of time. Tenants are charged on ly
$390 a month for rent with all
utilities included .
The uns ubsidized program is
for indi vidual s who have a documen ted di sability a nd rece ive
Social Security each month. They
are charged only 30 percent of
their income with lease rates
rang ing from $50 to S300 a
mo nth, according to Roberts .
The SI8 million faci lity, however, will be designed for peop le
who work or go to school in the
Loop, but cannot afford hous ing
downtown. Additionally, the 169-

South loop into a mixed income
com muni ty, and SROs are the
perfect solution.
"These complexes are be ing
built to ensure individuals will
not be forced out of upscale
grow ing co mmuni ties," sai d
Bonnie San che z-Ca rlso n, Near
South Planning Board 's president
and executive director. "And we
will fi ght to maintain economic
diversity in thi s neighborhood."
Sanchez-Carl son also sa id the
exist ing SROs in the South Loop
are the complete opposite of the
crime-ri dden, skid row houses
that were scattered th roughout the
city 30 years ago.
O' Keefe said SROs are becom-

O'Keefe also said SROs give
peop le a second chance in life by
providing them affordable housing, which wi ll ultimately save
the c ity money.
" If peop le don' t have to worry
about keeping a roof over their
heads then they can focus on their
families and j obs," O ' Keefe sa id .
"And in the end, the people who
usually rely on the gove rnment to
fin ance them become tax payers."
The 600 S. Wabash Studios is
schedu led for completion in June
2005, according
to
CC Il
Executive
Director
Joe
O'Connor. Marketing and leasi ng
of the units will begin the fo llowing February.

•

A theft occurred on the

street at 700 S. Clark St., Feb.

29 at 9 a.m. No one has been

':

!;

taken into custody in co nnection
with this incident.

•
A simple battery occurred
on the street at 700 S. Wabash
Ave., Feb. 19 at 10:30 p.m. No
one has been taken into custody
in connection with this incidenL

p.m. No one has been taken into

•
A simple battery occurred
on the street at 720 S. Michigan
Ave., Feb. 18 at 12:05 a.m. No
one has been taken into custody
in connection with this incident.

custody in cOMection with this
incid~l·

-Compjled by Jennifer Gok

•
A pickpocketing occurred
on the CTA platform at 200 S.
Wabash Ave., Feb. 2t at 1:15
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Study shows that
buses struggle to
keep on schedule
o eTA officials say traffic and weather to blame
changed," he said, "but then we
looked further, we discove red it
An average of six out of 10
Chicago Transit Authority buses
arrive irregularly and off schedule.
according to a study released last
month by the Campaign for Better
Transit. a public transportation
watchdog group.
The srudy, which looked at 14
different routes throughout the city.
found that adhering to schedules

Lynda Crawford and Steve Gebavi of Park Ridge, Ill., were among the first group of 100 to purchase tickets for the 2004 Chicago Cubs baseball season on Feb. 27. Combined, Crawford and
Gabavi purchased four tickets per game for 40 Chicago Cubs games, a grand total of 160 tickets.

Verizon helps raise domestic violence awareness

o More than $2.4 million raised for women's shelters, prevention programs
By Allcla Oo<r

StaIIwm
U1inois Attorney General Lisa
Madiga n has teamed up with
Veri zon Wireless to rai se awareness about domestic violence on
college campu ses.
Posters distri buted to Illinoi s
coll ege campuses ex plain to
young wome n that verba l and
emotiona l abuse can be a warning sign of things to come.
The initiative is in response to
alarming statistics. Ill inois State
Police recorded 127,962 domestic violence offenses in 2000
alone. The !lame year, more than
6,000 sex ual assa ult s we re
reported .
The FBI esti mates that only
one in 10 sexua l assa ults is
reported . Th i ~ progra m is an
attempt to avoid the5C kinds of
numbers through awareness.
Jennifer Welch work ~ full ti me
on women 's abuK i!JsuelJ at the
attorne y , eneral' , office, She
said the new program i ~ a way to
reach women hcfore they have
accepted aOOK: as normal.
"1liis project is aimed at intervention and prevention ," Welch

..ld.
Ve""'l and emotional ahu ..,
which the initiltive KC:S III steP"'
pin, ..one. to phy. ic:al and ... ual abu"" ""'."'" different thJn,.
,'" colle, e
women. The
It!mlleY ,0ne,.I ', oro.. <It••

i,_

e .ufnple~

""",/lend

,.n. ing

fr f,m

H

who keep' t'lIC k ur

where his partner is at aU times to
one who controls what she wears.
Verizon representatives and the
attorney ge neral want young
women to identify put-downs as
abu se, rather than bru shing the m

off.
Though abu se of women is a
ma in focu s for the auomey general, it was Verizon Wireless that
proposed this initiati ve .
Verizon has a program call ed

HopeLine through whi ch old
phones are refurbi shed and sold
to raise mo ney for women's shelte rs
and
othe r
programs.
Through thi s program. Veri zon
Wireless donated more than 52.4
millio n to women's she lte rs and
prevention programs in 2003 .
Ven zon spokeswoman Carolyn
Shamberger said do mesl ic violence is the ce ntral foc us of the
company's ph ilanth ropic cffo rt ~ ,
According to Shamberge r, the
compan y's CEO wanted to find a
way to give back to the comm unity in a positi ve way.
"We reali ze that we huvc u tool
in our phone! to let women know

hol p ca n he just a phone call
away," . he , ald.
The company propo.ed th is
Initiative to the aUomey ae neral',
way for both lP'0up. to
ornee
educate women before puttern"
of abu .. . re •• tabll. hed,
The potte" fea ture word. and
1m•••• tJt. t Shambor,er . lld hit
the onlooker hard. The•• potten
hove blank , plce at the bouom

a. "

for coUeges to write in the ir own
counseling infonnation.
" Young women need to know
they don' t have to accept this,"
sa id Melissa Merz, spoke swoman fo r the attorney general.
Madigan's offi ce also has been
working closely with the lllinois
Center for Violence Prevention to
secure fundin g for educational
prog rams on thi s issue. The
IC VP is a nonprofit organization
that addre sse s violence iss ues
through public education. advocacy and research, Though most
of thei r programs are more hands
o n, Jane Palmer of IC VP can see
the value of a poster program.
" We are such a visual society- see ing it helps re inforce the
ideas," Palmer said. "Any public
educati on campa ign cnn be effecti ve ; it is a great way to reac h

people."
The posters nre di splayed in
areas where students congregnte
oft en, such as libraries and cafeteri as . At thi s point. posters are

onl y available by reque' t, but
Ve ri7..on's Shamberger said there
ha s been "on o verwhe lmin g
respon,e" from college,.
"We arc tryln, to ' pread the
word that abu,.1s unuccoplllble,"
Shllmheracr ,ald. "We wont 10
help women
about their Hve,
without fellr."
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was an equal opportunity screwing."
Soens said that a number of factors may be involved in the
agency's poor showing.

"Chicago's system is basically

was a significant problem for CfA

set up to take people to work in the
morning and home at night," he
said. ''They put all the money into
taking people during rush hour and
back. But it turns out that even with
the rush hour riders. it's difficult to

buses, aJong with the notorious

get to where you' re going. We

problem of "bus bunching" created

thought originally that off-peak rid-

whenever one or more buses arrive
at a stop at the same time.
Among the routes studied, the
least "reliable" bus route was the
No, 50 Darnen. with a 13 percent
on-time record, while the No. 66
Chicago was the most "bunched."
wi!.h 30 percent of all buses arriving together.
To gauge !.he effectiveness of !.he
e TA bus operation, volunteers
observed buses in June and July
2003 and timed whe!.her or not they
arrived according to the schedules

ers would be getting poor service,
but it 's everybody,"

The CfA disputes the study 's
findings.

CfA

spokeswo man

Robyn Ziegler said the group created its own performance standard
for its e fforts. " We don '{ agree with

their numbers-their on time performance numbers," she sai~ ,
'''They created their own standard.
whic h said a bus was off-schedule
if it arrived two minutes before or
two after [its scheduled time). We
belie ve a bus is on time if it arrives/

published by the CfA.

up to one minute before and five

The transit authority. one of the
nation's largest, runs a fleet of
approximately 2.000 buses over
148 routes, serving approximately
one million passengers a day.
1be routes chosen were selected
at random from routes that average
more than 2,500 passengers in

minutes after, which is more of an

weekday rider ship. Both peak and
off-peak hours were srudied.
The cause of the study was a
helief that certain parts of the city
were experiencing poorer service
than others, according to Jim

Soens, a CBT consultant who participated in the srudy.
" It was originally thought that
the South Side was getting short

industry standard."
Ziegler also said that many factors that may cause a bus to be late

are often outside of the agency's
control.
'"Buses are subject to any number of variables that can influence
on time performance, such as
heavy traffic. weather, iIIegally-

parked vehicles or reroutes around
oonstruction work. Bus bunching is
a fact of life, and it's not unique to
Chicago or even the CfA."
Even so, she said the report itself
SUItes that the "majority of CfA
customers waited DO more than 10

See

au.... Page 38

